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"But as we were allowed of God to be put in trust with the Gospel, even so we speak; not as pleasing
men, but God, which trieth our hearts."—I Thess. 2:4.

If the Sheep go Wrong
'Twas a sheep, not a lamb, that strayed
away,
In the parable that Jesus taught;
A grown up sheep, that had gone astray
From the ninety and nine in the fold.
Out on the hillside, out in the cold,
'Twas a sheep the good Shepherd
sought,
And back to the flock safe into the fold
'Twas a sheep the good Shepherd brot.
And why for sheep should we earnestly
long,
And so earnestly hope and pray?
Because there is danger, if they go
wrong
They will lead the lambs astray.
For the lambs will follow the sheep,
you know,
Wherever the sheep may stray;
W h e n the sheep go wrong it will not be
long
'Till the lambs are as wrong as they.
And so with the sheep we earnestly plead
For the sake of the lambs today;
If the lambs are lost, what terrible cost
Some sheep will have to pay.
—E.
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B E L I E V E in God, the Father Almighty, M a k e r of
heaven and earth, and in Jesus
Christ our Lord, Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost, born
of the virgin Mary, suffered under Pontius Pilate, was crucified,
died, was buried, and on the third
day HE arose from the dead. HE
ascended into Heaven and sitteth
on the right hand of God the
Father Almighty, from whence
He shall come to judge the quick
and the dead.
I believe in the Holy Ghost,
the Holy Apostolic and Universal church, the confession and
and forgiveness of sins, the sanctification and baptism of believers, communion and washing of
the saints' feet, the resurrection
of the body, HIS second coming
and life everlasting.
Amen.

E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE

Nappanee, Indiana
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Evangelical Visitor
A Bi-Weekly Religious Journal

"How beautiful are the feet of them that preach the gospel of peace,
and bring glad tidings of good things!"
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EDITORIAL
'WHAT INFINITE WASTE"
In an interview recently given the New
York Times by Prof. Arthur Compton,
considered one of the most eminent physicist's of the day, he voiced a new note
in the findings and conclusions of present
day Science. W e quote in part:
"A survey of the physical universe indicates that mankind is very possibly nature's best achievement in this direction.
Tho astronomers tell us there are millions
of millions of stars in the sky, a planet is
a very rare occurrence, and a planet on
which life can exist is even more rare.
"We found strong reasons for believing
that, in spite of his physical insignificance, man, as an intelligent person, may
be of extraordinary importance in the cosmic scheme.
"If we were to use our own best judgment, what would we say is the most important thing about a noble man? Would
we not place first the beauty of his character? It takes a whole lifetime ltd build
the character of a noble man.
"The adventures and discipline of youth,
the struggles and failures and successes,
the pains and pleasures of maturity, the
loneliness and tranquillity of age—these
make up the fire through which he must
pass to bring out the pure gold of his soul.
"Having been thus far perfected, what
shall nature do with him?
Annihilate
him? What infinite waste!"
Well, isn't that just what God has been
telling these Scientists for ages? His W o r d
has plainly declared that while man is a
free moral agent he after all "does not
live to himself nor die to himself," that
"Wisdom"
is valued above the price of
rubies, and that to have it in possession
is to fear God and keep His commandments. That a man's soul is worth more
than the whole world, and that "God so
loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on
him shall not perish but have everlasting
life." T h e heart cry of the prophets and
preachers of all ages has been "Turn ye,
turn ye, for why will ye die?"..
God has given us ample proof that in
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from this episode? If men will so comnature there is no economic waste, but
that life comes as a result of death, and pletely abandon and separate themselves
from every hindering cause and endure the
if our Creator has made such ample provision with the grass of the field, how loss of sleep, the nervous strain and the
much more has He provided that man, the physical discomforts to win earthly fame
highest work of all creation, the being what does the Captain of our salvation
who bears His image and likeness may not expect of His followers? Is there not an
Endurance Record to be won by each one
be an "Infinite W a s t e . "
of God's children? Is the world of sports
No, death shall not mean "Annihila- and scientific achievements the only place
tion" nor shall it mean the "Loss of con- where endurance and valor can be dissciousness" but what it does mean to the played? N o verily no, we believe there
individual depends entirely upon that in- are far richer trophies to be won in God's
dividual's relationship with the Infinite, it great harvest fields and the rewards are
takes a century to grow an oak and it much greater. N o r would we forget that
takes a long time t o build a character, but there is a great army of men and women
eternal happiness does not depend on who are even now enduring a great flight
these. It depends on relationship. Di- of affliction opposition of Satan, physical
vine relationship is based on the fact of
handicaps, financial obstacles and kindred
birth. Man needs to be born again, with- hindrances for the sake of the cross. If
out which the inspired record states that we were able to read God's record if the
he cannot see the Kingdom of God, and Recording Angel published a Daily News
without which his life is not only wasted Record there would be many who would
here but is lost for all Eternity. N o r is make the front page with two column head
this all, look at the golden hours (mil- lines. Someone says " W h y does not
lions of them), men are wasting in the someone tell the world?" That my friend
service of sin trying to satisfy mere bodily is not the commission but rather that w e
appetites not regarding present responsi- tell of Him who of God is made unto us
bility or privileges nor taking into con- wisdom, righteousness, sanctification and
sideration future consequences.
redemption.
'ENDURANCE'
W e are living in the day when marathons of one kind and another are the rage
and in many cases the power of human
endurance seems stretched beyond all possibility. One of the latest of these which
has been forcibly brought to our notice
was the endurance flight of the "City of
Chicago" an aeroplane flown by two
brothers who were considered as mere
amateurs but who were intrepid enough
to attempt a flight to capture the world's
record for long time flying. After remaining in the air for over 550 hours they were
compelled on account of engine trouble
to descend to earth. This they did to obtain a "Corruptible crown."
Are there not lessons we may learn

W e , however, need not be discouraged,
it is not always the one that won the victory or bore the brunt of the battle that
is given the credit. It is not infrequent
that someone carries off the pennant that
did not fight to win it, and anyhow the
time is coming when God shall show the
world that great company of men and women who have won endurance records for
Him. Paul tells us that in the ages to
come H e will show to the world the exceeding richness of His Grace towards us
in Christ Jesus. And He prays that the
eyes of their understanding might be enlightened that we may know of the hope
of His call and of the richness of the
Glory of His inheritance in the saints and
of the exceeding greatness of His powers
towards us who believe it."
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CONTRIBUTIONS
N E E D OF G E N T L E N E S S I N
JUDGMENT
Therefore thou art inexcusable, O man,
whosoever thou art that judgest for wherein thou jugest another, thou condemnest
thyself, for thou that judgest dost the
same things. Rom. 2:1.
Our first reflection should be our own
shortcomings, before passing judgment on
others. In II Samuel 12:5 to 7, David
harshly denounced the man who would
take another man's only lamb, and how
he should be dealt with. But Nathan
gently reminds him that he is the man,
and the judgment belonged to him.
Salvation is a way and rule of life.
Jesus reminds us to be gentle and cautious in our judgment of others. Harsh
judging wounds our charity, and turns it
callous. Be charitable when others are
harsh. Suspended judgment has its reward. Matt. 7:1-2. Judge not that ye be
not judged (or be not condemned).
As we desire mercy and generosity at the
hands of others, we must use the same
method toward them. In Jno. 8:3 to 11,
a sinful woman was brought to Jesus for
condemnation. Jesus agreed with them,
that the law of Moses did already pronounce judgment upon her, but you who
are without sin cast the first stone. They
all shrunk away without stoning the poor
woman, and Jesus was alone. Harsh
judgment will always separate from Jesus.
There is no sphere where the Golden Rule
should be more constantly practiced. Pope
wrote:
Help me to feel another's woe,
T o hide the faults I see;
"That mercy I to others show,
That mercy show to me."
Go after the 100th sheep, show yourself
strong to the weak, a helper to the helpless, a lifter up to the fallen, a courage
to the discouraged, bread to the hungry,
water to the thirsty, eyes to the blind,
feet to the lame, health to the sick, and
life to the dead. Gal. 6:1. "Brethren if
a man be overtaken in a fault ye which
are spiritual, restore such an one, in the
spirit of meekness; considering thyself,
lest thou also be tempted."
S. G. Engle.
Clouds are inclined to hide the sun for
a season, but the smallest rift will bring
forth a ray of glory which seems to shine
brighter than ever.—Selected.

R E S U L T S OF P R A Y E R
"More things are wrought by prayer
than this world dreams of," says Tennyson; and certainly that was the feeling of
those who had the privilege of being present at the wonderful meeting in the
church at Air Hill on Monday evening,
the last day of Conference. It was a time
long to be remembered on account of the
manifestation of the Holy Spirit working
in the hearts of those assembled. W e
sometimes think that so much depends upon us, upon our efforts, upon our words,
and forget that it is God alone who can
accomplish that which is really worth
while.
W h e n we entered the Conference
grounds on Monday morning before breakfast a few Brethren were having a prayer-meeting in the church. They did not
appear at the breakfast table, but felt led
to fast and pray instead. Very few persons knew what was the special subject
of prayer until later in the day.
The work of Conference continued all
day and was taken up again immediately
after supper. W h e n the report of the
Foreign Mission Board was read, attention was again called to the fact that
$2500 was urgently needed for buildings
in India and no funds were as yet available for that purpose although the need
had been explained on the first day of
Conference. W h e n the Chairman asked
what should be done, one brother arose
and said he would be one of twenty-five
to give $100 each for the purpose. The
door was opened for others to do likewise. N o special urging was necessary,
but one after another pledged a similar
sum until about $1600 was reached. This
was followed bv $50 and $25 and other
amounts some larger and some smaller.
The spirit of the Lord and the spirit of
giving was so manifest in the assembly that
there was no inclination to stop when the
$2500 was reached. The pledges went on
with almost breathless quiet, some duplicating their first amount. The quiet was
broken onlv by sobs of joy and notes
of praise or by the chairman, asking who
else wished to share in the blessing. Thus
the Lord continued to move upon hearts
until over $4000 was raised in this manner,
which with the $2000 that had been given
in the offering on Sunday made a total of
over $6000 for the Foreign Mission work.
W e were informed by the Chairman that
they had been praying for that amount,
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as it was especially needed for general
support as well as the buildings.
W e have been present at many meetinga
where money was raised, but never was
the presence of the Holy Spirit so expressly manifested. He led and every one
present felt that He did the work. One
was heard to say, "I never gave anything
to Foreign Missions before, but I believe
this is ot God," and a goodly sum was the
result.
The climax was reached, when a young
man stepped forward and offered himself
for the mission work, and the father with
the tears streaming down his face, and
amid weeping on all sides, said, "I do not
have much money to give, but I can give
a son." Then another arose and said,
"Here is some money toward sending the
good news to the field." M a y the i^ord
help us to realize more and more that our
dependence is upon God, and that He
answers prayer as He did in this instance.
H. F. D.
SERMON BY
R E V . ROY W E N G E R
At Chambersburg Church Dedication
I say "Amen" to what our brother has
said so earnestly and heartily. He spoke
to you about the living church. W h e n
Jesus was here in the world, he went
about doing good. He was constantly
busy. I don't think we ever find it recorded that Jesus was idle, and there
were three cardinal points in his teaching: He taught; he preached, and he healed. That was his business.
W e represent Jesus here in this world,
and that is our business; to teach, to
preach, and to heal.
W e find in the four gospels, Jesus frequently asks his disciples, " W h o m do men
say that I am?" and they said, "Some say
that thou art John the Baptist, some say
Elias, and others some other great prophet." Then Jesus said, "But whom say ye
that I am?" Then Peter the great spokesman replied, "Thou art the Christ, the
Son of the Living God," and to this Jesus replied, "Thou art Peter, and upon
this rock I will build my church." He
did not have reference to this building
you see here, but he had reference to the
mystical church. He did not say we will
build our church, but I will build my
church. The foundation of the church is
strong. Jesus Christ Himself is the chief
corner stone, "for other foundation can
no man lay than is laid, which is Jesus
Christ." Paul in his epistle to Timothy
says: "Nevertheless the foundation of
God standeth sure having this seal, the
Lord knoweth them that are his."
Every one of you are builders. The
church is made up of all true believers,
and we have no reason to doubt, we have
no reason to be afraid, because the foun-
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dation upon which we are building is firm.
It is Jesus Christ himself, and if we are
building upon that corner stone, we need
have no doubt about having success, and
when we think of the foundation, how
firm, how strong, how enduring, I am
sure our hearts are encouraged.
This Galilean teacher only had a few
followers or disciples, and the common
people heard him gladly. His own people, the Jews, were against him, but in
spite of it all, the church that he started
has stood nineteen centuries, and will continue.
The W o r d of God says, "The gates of
Hell shall not prevail against it." The
church has gone through strife, dissention,
and all kinds of opposition, but in spite
of it all, it has grown. I don't like to hear
people talk and say things are going to
the bad, for if we think of the progress
we have made and plan toward grander
success, we are going to reap it.
The church of Jesus Christ has become
one of the largest businesses in the world.
W e think of our government, which is a
big organization, but the church of Jesus
Christ is still a larger organization. There
are over a million people employed in the
church of Jesus Christ. Let us never be
ashamed of it. Christianity cannot succeed without the church. The church
must embody and promote the principles
of Christianity. W e come together for
common worship. That is the purpose of
this building. 1 want to emphasize our
attitude, our deportment and our demeanor as we come to the house of God.
I have a little fault to find with us as
preachers. W e sometimes talk things in
church—in the house of God, we ought
never to say. If we preachers say things
we ought not to say, what can we expect
of the rest. Let us be examples of reverence and dignity. Let us always honor it,
and God will bless
us. Ex-president
Coolidge said: "Our Government rests on
religion because it is from this source that
we derive our reverence for truth, justice,
equality and liberty."
Business cannot prosper without organization, neither can the church prosper and
grow unless it is properly organized. N o
successful business man will run his business "any old way." He organizes and
plans the future of its welfare. Manufacturers cannot exist without the factory,
neither can Christianity exist without the
church. Trade and exchange cannot be
carried on without banks. Education cannot thrive without schools. If the church
is a good thing, if this building is a good
thing, let us be loyal and support it, reverence and honor it.
A spirit without the body is called a
ghost, and a body without a spirit is called
a corpse. Either one of them is unpleasant. Jesus Christ has furnished
the
spirit, the church has furnished the body.

EVANGELICAL VISITOR
Unite the two and you have power and
victory. If the church is a corpse, you
should pity it. Without the church, life
to me would be very artificial. The church
brings with it social and community obligations, as well as blessings. It brings
with it, burdens to bear, sacrifices to make,
and all this enobles life.
I have talked to people a number of
times and asked them: " W h y don't you
go to church?" "I would go but my wife
won't go." You have heard that same
thing over and over again. Fortunately
at our house ever since I have been married, and even before that, it was never
a question whether we would go to church
Sunday morning, as it was always a foregone conclusion, that, that was the place
to go Sunday morning. There are so
many families here on Reservoir Hill who
stop and debate whether they will go to
church, and they have a family argument
before they get started, and then they
never go at all.
The church calls us together for common worship. It derserves our loyalty.
By coming together and worshipping the
blessing is always greater; marching together the distance is always shorter;
singing together the cheer is always greater; standing together temptations are always more easily met; lifting together the
burdens are always lighter.
Revolution may come and go, but as
long as man is man in the sense of eternity,
the great principles of religion—teaching,
preaching and healing must go on. The
purpose of the church is to preach the life
and teaching of Jesus to the world. That
is our business.
This building which you see here today
has been erected for just that purpose of
representing Jesus. W e expect to preach,
we expect to teach, and we expect to heal
men's souls. That is the purpose of this
building.
Just now my mind goes back twentythree years ago—one week end when at
this very place (I remember the day very
well; I remember it as well as if it were
yesterday; I remember exactly where I
sat, I remember what the weather was
like), a mission was dedicated at this
place. It was small, not nearly so large
and commodious as this one. (It wasn't
nearly so fine as this one is, but it served
the purpose.)
It has been referred to several times today. That mission was built by two people. These people had a vision. They
saw a need, they saw a field and they acted, and they went further; and would to
God more people today would see a vision
and then go further and act and press every nerve to carry out the need as they
saw it. These two people acted.
These two people were just lay members
of the church. They were workers, they
were toilers, they were pullers. I don't
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say that with any apology whatsoever,
because I knew them as well as any one
does. Today their bodies lie moldering
in the grave. W e believe their souls are
marching on. "Blessed are the dead that
die in the Lord, yea and their works do
follow them." They are now enjoying
some of the fruit of their labors. W e are
blessed from the results of their hard, earnest and serious toil.
The first years are always the most
difficult years, that is true of everything.
Those difficult years are over for you
here. Every one of you will agree that
we have made progress under the blessing of the Lord.
There are many people tell us there is
no use, it can't be done. There are too
many obstacles to encounter, you might as
well just quit. But, if you see a vision
and meet it fairly and squarely, nothing
can stop it if your vision is from the Lord.
" W h e r e there is no vision the people perish."
Those two people who started the mission at this place have gone to their reward, and we don't hesitate to say kind
words about them. Those two people
were my grandfather and my grandmother
and it was my privilege as a lad ten years
old, to spend the greater part of my time
with them. This morning my heart wells
up with thankfulness for the kind grandfatherly advice which they gave to me.
I have said a number of times before
this, that they were a blessing to me because they knew the Lord. Their wish
and their desire for me was that I might
be guided aright, and today I must give
them honor and thanks for their kind interest in me.
Today this is a church; then it was a
mission. W e have outgrown the mission
stage. I rejoice in the thought that we
have, I will always be grateful for the
blessings many of you received at this
place while it was a mission.
This year we are celebrating the nineteen hundredth anniversary of Pentecost.
Brother Musser referred to it in his address. Many a time when I was here, and
particularly the time when Brother Noah
Zook and his wife were here, dozens came up the aisle and found the Lord.
But today while we are celebrating the
nineteen hundredth anniversary of Pentecost, and the meetings that are going to
begin here this evening, instead of dozens,
we ought to expect hundreds to come to
the Lord and find him precious to their
souls, during the years that are to come.

The reason so many are not making
progress in their Christian life is because
they are wrapped up in selfishness and
careless ease. They are unmindful of their
duty to their fellow-men. Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the faith (II Cor."
13:5).—P. E. M.
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Marriages
HOOVER-DEEMY
On Thursday evening, May 22, 1930, at seven
thirty o'clock, a t the Eld. Wm. Deemy home, occurred the marriage of their daughter, Sr. Carrie
E., to Bro. Irvin B. Hoover, of Talmage, Kansas.
May God's richest blessing attend them through life.
i <»» i

—.

LEHMAN—BURKHOLDER
Merle R. Lehman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
S. Lehman and Sister Ida E. Burkholder, youngest
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Samuel S. Burkholder,
all of Chaanbersburg, Pa., were united in marriage
J u n e 24, 1930 in Carlisle, Pa., at the home of the
officiating minister, Eld. R. H . Wenger. May
God's choicest
blessing
accompany
this
young
couple.

Obituaries
DIEHL—Mrs. Dorothy Adilene Diehl was born Aug.
28, 1911, near Enterprise, Kansas, departed this
life July 2, 1930, age 18 year, 10 months and four
days.
Her suffering of a number of months was born
with patience and fortitude. On June 30th, she was
taken t o the Abilene Hospital where all was done
within human power to restore her, but she responded to the divine call over yonder.
On July 20th, 1929, she was married to Austin
Y. Diehl, this happy union lasted not quite a year
till the separation came so unexpectedly.
Dorothy was the second daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Gish, of near Enterprise, Kansas. Her
life was lived around at several points in the community near by.
She leaves to mourn her departure her kind and
devoted husband, two infant daughters, her parents,
two sisters: Mrs. Irene Schroder of Salina, Kans.,
Miss Edna May, a t home, one brother, Earl Dean,
also at home, one brother died in infancy.
There also remain a large number of relatives
and many friends who mourn her departure. Her
unusual cheerful, friendly disposition, in the hexme
as well as wherever she went was always prominent. H e r smiles welcomed all who knew her and
especially will her virtues live on in the memory
of her family and companions.
Funeral services were held from the Methodist
church at Enterprise, in charge of Elder R. I.
Witter, assisted by Rev. Taylor of the Methodist of
Enterprise. Interment in the Belle Springs Cemetery.
Jesus, while our hearts are bleeding,
O'er the spoils that death has won,
We would at this solemn meeting
Calmly say, "Thy will be done."
By thy hands the boon was given,
Thou hast taken but thine o w n :
Lord of earth and God of heaven,
Evermore, " T H Y will be done."
STOVER—Sr. Sarah Ann Stover, age 86 years, five
months and one day, wife of Peter Stover. She is
survived by one daughter, four sons, sixteen grand
children, and nineteen great grand children. Funeral from Philadelphia Mission.
Mission pastors
officiated.
HOOVER—Mr. John Hoover was born in Elkhart
County, Indiana, Feb. 17, 1852, and departed this
life at Witchita. Kansas, June 25, 1930, aged 78
years, four months and eight days.
He was united in marriage to Miss Matilda E.
Shriver, of Elkhart, Indiana, Feb. 17, 1880. To
this union four children were b o r n ; Boyd S. and
Edith,
who preceded heir parents in death;
Frank S. and Ruth M. Hoover, both of Wichita,
Kansas. He had lived in Kansas since 1881* coming first to Hillsboro, and then to Peabody, Sedgwick, and Elbing. He returned to Peabody some
years ago where he and his wife spent their last
years together, she departing this life Oct. 1, 1926.
Since that time he has made his home with his son,
Frank.
About 42 years ago, during a revival meeting in
Peabody, he was definitely and clearly saved from
his sins. Shortly afterward he was chosen as leader
of the group of Brethren in Christ which lived in
and around Peabody. Then later served as a minister of that church at Sederwick. He continued
with the same steadfastness of faith until his death.
He had been in failing health for over two years,
and for six months had been confined to his bed.
His spirit was released from the temple of clay to
take its flight to the city of God, and he now rests
in the eternal abode.
He leaves to follow him, the following relatives:
Mrs. Cecil Hoover and daughter May, of Sedgwick,
Kansas; Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Hoover and their
children, Catherine and John Tilden, of Wichita;
and Miss Ruth M. Hoover of Wichita; two brothers,
Levi Hoover of Peabody, Kansas, and Crist Hoover

of Goshen, I n d . ; also one sister, Mrs. Frances
Shirk of Goshen, Ind. Funeral services were held
at Peabody, conducted by Rev. O. R. Henderson, of
the Methodist Church a t Sedgwick, assisted by Rev.
J .H. Eshelman of Sedgwick.

OHIO WEEK DAY CHURCH
SCHOOLS
There are eight towns in Ohio where
100 per cent of the children of school age
are enrolled in week day church school
classes; and there are sixteen cities in
which the enrollment in these classes is
from 95 to 99 per cent of the public school
population. W h e n we remember that in
most American cities only about 40 per
cent of the children are in Sunday School
or other schools where religious instruction is given, we are able to appreciate
what is being accomplished in these Ohio
towns.
The week day church school work is
strengthening Sunday School work thruout Ohio. Two-thirds of the communities
carrying on week day religious education
report that the week day church school
teaching has tended to raise Sunday
School standards. Almost as many report that the week day work has increased
Sunday School attendance.—Presbyterian
Magazine.
SEVEN DEADLY SINS
W e hesitate to mention them because
some are so commonplace we would not
recognize them, neither would we classify
them as deadly. Nevertheless, let us mention seven deadly sins that particularly
make their habitat in the vicinity of the
neighborhood where the minister lives:
They are fiddling, dabbling, fidgeting, intriguing, procrastinating and loafing. W e
discover these playing like young lion
cubs in the life of the young preacher.
There is another group of seven also
that lie at the other extreme that must be
guarded against just as much as these
passive negative sins. T h e other set of
seven deadly sins against which the minister should be warned are: bustle, fussle,
rustle, drivel, ramble, rattle. These are
the sins that linger around the minister's
life in middle age—in the fussy period
when he is doing big things, and is on the
go all the time, administering his parish
with perspiration on his brow. This is a
brood we all have to watch. They come
under the cover of a busy life and eat into the soul, leaving it empty and worthless.—Western Christian Advocate.
Heaven will ring with the praises, shouts
and hallelujahs of the redeemed throng
when they are marching in, to tell it's
only through grace alone that they are
there. Because Christ said, "It is finished," Christ paid it all for everyone.
You are included, whosoever you are.—

T. F. Mayer.
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News of Church Activity
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Eld. Herman G. Miller
and wife, 613—4th Ave., Altoona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge of Eld. and
Sr. Earl Bossert.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in charge of
Sarah Bert and workers. Phone, Wentworth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge of Bish.
W. H. Boyer and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission-—1194.—14th St., in charge
of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of
Elder Clyde Shirk and wife.
San Francisco Mission, 3739—20th St., in charge of
Maggie E. Sollenberger and workers.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., in
charge of Eld. Henry P. and Sr. Lela F. Heisey.

Rural Missions

Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr. D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Mt, Carmel Mission, in charge of Elder Walter Taylor
and wife, Gladwin, Mich., Star Route.
Iron Springs Mission, in charge of Christian H.
Sider and wife, Fairfield, Pa.
Kentucky Mission Field, in charge of Elder Albert
Engle and wife, Garlin, Kentucky.

Orphanages

Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Pa., Brother Clarence
Herr, Steward; and Sister Susie Herr, Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr.
Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home

Messiah Home, in charge of Bro. D. L. and Sistei
Mattie Graybill, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.

HARVEST MEETING
A Harvest Meeting will be held at Mowersville Church on Aug. 9th in the afternoon and evening, D. V. Also services on
Sunday morning. A cordial invitation is
extended to all.
ENGLEWOOD, OHIO
A 'Baptismal service was held on Sunday, May 4th, when three precious young
girls followed the Lord in this sacred ordinance.
Sunday morning, May 18th, Elder Alvin
Burkholder and wife, also Sr. Katie Smith
were with us for worship. Two weeks later,
June 1st, Elder R. I. Witter and family,
also Sr. Sadie Book were stopping with us
for the morning service. We appreciate
very much the inspiration these message
bearers brought to us. There was a number of others of the Brethren and Sisters
from the West, who stopped over with us
on their Conference journey. We were
glad for the presence and inspiration of
each one, as we worshipped our Blessed
Christ together.
Sunday, June 29th, Sr. Katie Smith gave
a wonderful soul-stirring missionary message. We were very glad for the privilege
of having her with us. Sr. Effie Rohrer
was also with us and spoke to the Sunday
School children. We are glad to welcome
Sr. Effie home again.

J

Our Missionary prayer-meeting held the
first Friday evening of each month is growing in interest.
Sunday evening, July 6, Elder Harold
Sheets of Kansas and Brother Ezra McCulloh were with us, in interest of Messiah
Bible College. Brother McCulloh gave a
talk concerning Christian Educational work,
after which Brother Sheets brought us a
message from the Word, which was very
inspirational and instructive.—Cor.
I ms+m t

ALTOONA MISSION
Report for April, May, and June
Greeting all the Visitor Family, in the
precious Name of Jesus:
Surely the Lord has been good to us,
wherefore we are glad and praise His
Holy Name for it.
The last three months have been busy
months but the Lord has been with us and
helped us. We have services every night,
except Monday night. There is a call for
prayermeeting in a little town about 10
or 11 miles from the city and we have arranged to hold prayer meetings these on
Monday nights.
About the first of August we expect to
start a tent meeting here in the city. We
ask all the Brethren and Sisters to pray
for the work here.
Financial Report
April, May and June
Bro. Clarence Slater
$49.00
A Sister
70
Sr. Ruth Soccie
3.40
Bro. C. M. Little
45.00
Sr. Fannie Sanders
5.00
Bro. A. B. Williams
5.12
Bro. P. R. Sweigart
2.50
Bro. Allen D. Foote
2.50
Sr. O. M. Foote
'.
1.00
Sr. S. M. 'Buckwalter
1.00
Sr. Mary Holsinger
1.00
Bro. Harry Fink
3.00
Bro. C. N. Hostetter
$2.00
Bro. Joseph Leonard
10.00
Offering Box
5.25
Your Brother and Sister in Christ,
Herman G. and Laura P. Miller and workers.
REPORT FROM KENTUCKY FIELD
With Paul we feel there is an urge on
us to declare the glorious Gospel, lead
people to Jesus, and then deeper in Grace.
Any successes we make, to God be the
glory; the many failures bring sorrow and
disappointment to our hearts. No wonder
the apostle Paul aged under the care of
the churches.
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We praise the Lord for what has been
done during the past quarter. About the
opening of the quarter a young married
woman who once had a bright testimony
in our services was brightly reclaimed.
Some bitter experiences had discouraged
her. She expressed her need in a prayermeeting. She refused to pray in a later
prayer-meeting, got under great condemnation, and a little later came to an altar
of public prayer in a Sunday night service
and was sweetly reclaimed.
Toward the latter part of the quarter, a
widowed mother somewhat past middle
age, who professed to have once been a
christian, found peace. She had been
seeking for many months, and seemed
quite discouraged, but she came out one
recent Sunday night with considerable determination. The workers united in earnest prayer in her behalf, and after a prolonged spiritual conflict, she gave a definite testimony that she knew she was saved.
Praise the Lord.
The interest has continued to be good
in all six of the communities where we
serve. While there is a deep desire in our
hearts to see more accomplished, we have
many reasons to be encouraged.
One of our Daily Vacation Bible Schools
for this season was reported last quarter.
(We have them early here because the
rural school vacations are in the Spring).
We conducted another good one in the
Bloomington community, where Bro. Wm.
Engle is superintendent of the Sunday
School and does most of the preaching.
He and Sr. Engle were the teachers here,
after Bro. William was over his work at
the Lindsey-Wilson College. There were
over thirty children in attendance, and the
interest was very good. As this report is
being written we are in the midst of the
largest Vacation Bible School we have ever
conducted, with Bro. William Engle, Sr.
Dorothy Lexow, Sr. Leah Dohner as teachers. This is being conducted together with
a tent meeting reported below. The interest is extraordinary.
We solicit the prayers of all interested
parties in our tent meetings this season.
We now have a good start in the first series of tent meetings located at Robinson
Ridge. Anyone wishing to know more
about this community may refer to the report in the latest Hand-book of Missions.
The writer is serving as evangelist here.
We appreciate our splendid group of workers. The attendance has been very good
and conviction is settling on many hearts.
Pray that a great work may be done here
for God. In one of our services in this
community a middle-aged man recently
found the Lord in one of our services. His
definite testimony that he was saved on the
second Sunday night of April was an inspiration in the service a few nights ago.
We appreciate very much that my father came down a few days ago to take
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care of the regular work while we are engaged in this revival which is 12 miles from
home. We trust that as a reward for your
prayers and our efforts, that we will be
able to give an encouraging report after
the summer is over. May the Lord bless
all who in various ways share in the work,
and make this report possible. We appreciate so much Sr. Leah Dohner's help a few
days before Conference, while we had the
privilege to be at Conference, and since.
We were so glad too that Sr. Lexow could
come down right after Conference and help
through the rush of work before beginning
tent meetings. She has been working
hard.
We would supplement our financial report with special recognition to Bro. and
Sr. W. P. Allison for supplying us with
cream to make butter. Also we are glad to
acknowledge the repetition this year of the
gift of a quarter of beef and some canned
fruit from father Kipes; also fruit, etc.,
from father Engle. May the Lord bless
each doner.
Financial Report for
April, May, and June
Receipts:
Balance brought over April 1,
$63.64
Robinson Ridge Cong., Ky
2.52
Sr. May Conover, Roy, Ky
1.50
Gratersford S. S., Pa
25.00
Sr. Shepherd, Sano, Ky
1.00
H. K. Sheets, Kansas
5.00
Locke S. S., Ind
10.86
Total receipts
$109.52
Expenditures:
Car account
$28.77
Table account
28.97
Fuel account
3.66
Garden account,
10.29
Miscellaneous account
8.27
Total expenditures ..".
$79.96
Balance carried over
$29.56
Your co-workers,
In the Master's service,
Albert H. Engle and workers
DAYTON MISSION REPORT
We will endeavor to submit one more report of the work here which will close the
first half of the year 1930. We are so
often impressed with the brevity of time,
and how soon our stay here upon earth
will be over. Then our work will be forever done, or undone. What we expect to
have done when Jesus comes, or when
death overtakes us, we will need to have
it done pretty soon.
We are glad to state since our last report that one of our dear Sunday School
girls who was saved last fall in our revival meeting was lead of the Lord to take
the plain way, and was received into our
little mission body by the rite of baptism
on Sunday P. M., June 1, 1930. How much
we do appreciate her. O, if there were
only others who would be willing to come
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and obey the Lord as this dear youngIRON SPRINGS MISSION
sister. Also since our last report our dear
father haa left us, and has. gone to live
With the beginning of July we look back
with Jesus, whom he had served so many on another quarter. Conference has decided
years. He was with us ever since we are that we be here another year, so by the
here in the mission. We do miss him so help of the Lord and the prayers of His
much, but we do know that our loss is his children we want to see some definite
eternal gain. It will be so wonderful to things accomplished for Christ.
go some day to meet our loved ones who
Last Sunday afternoon, June 29, the
have gone on just a little ways ahead.
Lord blessed us with a baptismal service
Inasmuch as there are so many who when one dear sister, a mother of grown
have been out of work this summer, and
children, followed the Lord in this ordiothers are being laid off, it appears as nance. A large number of witnesses were
if we would have a severe winter, as we present both from the community and other
have those about us in need already. So districts. Our Sunday services have been
if there could be clothing or help given, it changed from afternoon to forenoon during
would be much appreciated and very thank- the summer. We welcome all visitors who
fully received. We are so glad to report can plan to call. It is needless to say that
that all of our needs have again been sup- we appreciated the visits of those who
plied. How good the Lord is to give us came from Conference.
such dear brethren and sisters and kind
Financial
friends who are sharing with us so liberReceipts
ally in the blessings with which the Lord Mary Dick
$ 1.00
has blessed them. May the dear Lord Gettysburg Cong.,
18.25
comfort and encourage their hearts is our Busy Bee Band, Mechanicsburg
15.00
prayer.
Sunshine Band, Cross Roads S. S
12.00
Financial Report for April, May and June Mrs. Sliger
2.00
Balance on hand
$20.43 Marian A. Hoke
5.00
Receipts
Buffalo S. S
25.00
Fannie J. Sanders, Springfield, O
$ 5.00 Gratersford S. S
18.62
Edward Click, Springfield, 0
5.00 Highland S. S
26.68
Fannie Davidson, Auburn, Ind
1.00 Joel Carlson
5.00
Valley Chapel S. S., Canton, 0
7.00 Hebron S. S
18.60
A Sister
3.25 Ezra Cassel
2.00
Evelyn Brumbaugh, Dayton, 0
10.00 Gladys Shauntz
4.00
Mrs. Michel, Dayton, 0
1.00 Zion Sunday School
15.04
Rachel Lee, New Carlisle, 0
3.00 Boyle Sunday School
3.50
Angeline Cox, S. S. Class
Walter Cloke
10.00
Dayton Mission
1.24 Total
$175.19
Albert Cober, Upland, Calif.
2.00
Expenditures
Daniel Byer, Upland, Calif
1.00 Provisions
$107.76
Lola Reddy, Dayton, 0
1.00 Light
3.17
Mary Grubb, Dayton, 0
1.50 Fuel
12.90
Mission Offerings
$12.95 Car
28.32
Total
$76.72
Miscellaneous
10.66
Expenditures
Deficit from last quarter
87.72
Table account
""" °9
Total
$250.53
Electric light, power and gas
4
Deficit
$73.81
Phone bill
£b
Your co-laborers,
Water bill
3.14
C. H. and Cora Sider.
Window shades
2.53
Incidentals
8.99
Program
Total
$57.24 THIRD ANNUAL ORPHANAGE MEETBalance on hand, July 1, 1930
$19.48
ING OF THE MESSIAH ORPHANAGE
Poor Fund Balance
$21.63
Florin, Pa.
Receipts
$2.02
Total
$23.65
To be held at the
Paid out for needy
$ 4.00
CROSS ROADS MEETING HOUSE
Balance on hand, July 1, 1930
$19.65
Sunday, July 27, 1930
Donation of articles were made by:
Leighton Mann, La Donna Shawen, Rozella
Herr, Isaac Engle, Minnie Engle, Edward
Forenoon
Engle, Daisy Miller, Mary Riber, Joe Mil8:30 Sunday School.
ler, Floyd Shawen, Martha Hoover, Mrs.
9:45 Devotional. Eld. Harrison Hostetter
Crottey, Ervin Hoover, Samuel Cassel, Iva 10:00 "Why Spend Time and Money
Herr, Effa Mann, Lizzie Jenkins.
in Orphanage Work?"
We remain yours for the mission field,
Eld. Lester Myers
W. H. and Susie Boyer,
Eld. Fred Bowers
10:30 Sermon
601 Haylor St., Dayton, Ohio. 11:15 Dismissal.
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11:30

Opportunity for Foster Parents
and Orphanage Children to
get acquainted.
11:45 Lunch.
Afternoon
1:00 Devotional
.Bish. H. B. Hoffer
1:15 Song Service
By Different
Members of the Orphanage Family
t:45 Address—"In our Orphanage
Work Should we Show Special Favor to Orphans, as in
II Samuel 9 ? "
Elder Enos H. Hess
Offering.
2:20 Short Talks
Sister Susie Herr
Sister Mary K. Stover
Sister Anna Witmer
Foster Parents
3:00 Short Talks, Recitations, etc.
By Members of Orphanage Family
3:25 Report of Secretary.
3:30 Dismissal.
Moderator—H. O. Musser
A special invitation is given to those
who are now or were formerly connected
with The Messiah Orphanage. Everybody
Welcome!
Bring your Bibles and lunch, and enjoy
the day with us.
1 —m *

NOTICE

The Sunday School meeting which was
to be held June 14 and 15, 1930 at the New
Guilford church, Franklin Co., Pa., was
postponed indefinitely, on account of the
death of Bish. John D. Wingert.
The Sunday School meeting will now be
held July 19 and 20, 1930 at the New Guilford Church. Everybody welcome.
Cor.
B R E V I T Y OF TIME
Time bears us on to our eternal future
and our eternal destiny. Time is given
to us by moments, hours, days, weeks,
months, and years, yes ages. It is limited
to us, by our short life here. It is as a
handbreadth, a dream, a shadow, or a vapor. Job says my days are swifter than
a weaver's shuttle.
Nothing can stop the rapid sweep of
time. It's silent course moves on and on.
One third of the new year is already gone
and it seems but a fortnight. Many that
had planned for a long life have passed
away since the new year has started. The
pale rider, and his horse, are constantly
going to and fro through our land, plucking one here, and one there. Some are
only buds, some are middle aged, and
some are frosted by many winters.
W e are past our forescore years, and
our fifty-fifth anniversary, but the journey through life was short. W e realize
that our days are getting very sacred, and
our sun is fast setting in the horizon, and
the time that knows us now will soon
know us no more forever. Time is wing-
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ing us away to our immortal home. Life is
but a winter's day, a journey to the Lamb.
W e must believe there are millions in
eternity that would give worlds upon
worlds for an hour of grace or an inch
of time, as we have here today. There
was a queen when she came to change
time for eternity, she said, "Oh! for a moment of time." But alas, too late. And
oh! how sad. Oh, time, how few thy
value weigh. How few that estimate a
day. Days, months, and years roll on.
The soul neglected and undone. Oh, the
preciousness of a few moments of time.
There are some to whom time means
nothing, life means nothing, and death
means little.
Eternity is just at hand,
And shall I waste my ebbing sand,
And careless view departing day,
And throw my inch of time away.
OUR LIGHT AFFLICTIONS
What are our light afflictions here
But blessings in disguise,
They only make for us a home,
Of rest, beyond the skies.
Chorus:
'Twill all
'Twill all
'Tis only
'Twill all
What
With
'Twill
When

be
be
for
be

over soon,
over soon,
a moment here,
over soon,

if we oft, are wearied now,
burdens, hard to bear
only make the crown 'more bright,
we that crown shall wear.

So cast thy every care on Him,
Thou weary burdened one,
And raise to Heaven, the trusting
Thy will, not mine be done.
So when on earth
With Jesus ,thou
Where folded, in
The weary be at

prayer,

this strife, shall cease,
wilt be blest,
his loving arms.
rest.—

Your unworthy sister,
Ema Wagner, Dayton, Ohio.
SIN PREVENTS PRAYER
ANSWERS
If I regard iniquity in my heart, the
Lord will not hear me.—Psalms 66:18.
In a trial in the Supreme Court in N e w
York, the applicant had a clear case, and
would undoubtedly have obtained a judgment in his favor but for his past record.
In a former suit for divorce, his son was
given into the care of the wife, but permission was granted him to see the child
at stated intervals.
In his recent application to the court,
he stated that his former wife had taken
the child to Europe, and after her return
had placed him in a school outside the
state and declined to tell the father where
he was. He contended that she ought to
be punished for contempt of court, and
should be forced to comply with its order.
The material facts were not disputed,
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but evidence was produced that the father
himself had not obeyed the mandate of the
court, inasmuch as, though prohibited from
contracting a new marriage while his former wife was living, he had gone to New
Jersey, and there married another woman.
Hearing this, the judge refused to consider
the application, and the complainant was
dismissed, with the reminder that suitors
must have clean hands when they bring
complaints. Having himself disobeyed the
law, he was not entitled to the remedies
he would otherwise have derived from the
law.
People often overlook this principle
when they complain that their prayers are
not answered. People who are living in
sin cannot expect God to hear them when
in time of trouble they plead His promises.
—Watchword and Truth.
I
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L E S T W E FORGET
A visitor in the home of a wealthy
friend was surprised to discover hanging
upon the wall of his host's bedroom a
somewhat faded, water-discolored life preserver. He asked for an explanation.
"That isn't an ordinary life preserver to
me," explained his host. "It kept me afloat ten hours after the steamer on which
I had embarked had been sent to the bottom of the ocean by a submarine. I keep
it where I can see it the last thing at night
and the first thing in the morning. It
helps to keep me thankful and appreciative."
If Christians kept Christ before them
more consistently, they would not only be
far better Christians than they are, but far
more grateful Christians. The thought of
pleasing Christ would be with them the
first thing in the morning and the last
thing at night. Not only this—they would
eagerly grasp every opportunity that came
to them to tell others of the great things
Christ has done for them.—Forward.
1
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W H A T A F A R M E R GETS FOR A
B U S H E L OF C O R N W H E N DIST I L L E D FOR IT'S ACHOHOL
A farmer gets
$ .75
U. S. Government
4.40
Railroad Co.,
1.00
Manufacturer
4.00
The drayman
15
Retailer, say
10.00
Consumer gets drunk, the wife gets
hungry, the children rags, the drunkard,
Hell. How about the man who professes
and votes for its manufacture and sale?
" W o e to him that buildeth a town with
blood, and establisheth a city by inquity."
Heb. 2:12.
1 <lp

i

W h a t impression do you make on those
around you?—H. C. J.
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S P A R K S FROM D I F F E R E N T
ANVILS
If you doubt, believe God's W o r d .
If you doubt, challenge your own faith.
Learn to appreciate things other people
like.
The greatest blessing from a kind act
will be when you give it, while you are
going through a hard misfortune.
Don't let your kindness be like a thorn
bush, which tears a piece of wool from
the sheep it shelters.
Don't let your favor be an echo of
something you have received.
T o hinder wisdom, is to think you have
it.
True wisdom is shown in its acts, not
in its boast.
Eternal life is to have in possession the
life of the Eternal.
Conference is past, meditation is in order.
Shine, for your light has come. T h e
Evangelical Visitor is also here, help it
to do the same.
S. G. Engle.
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M I L L I O N S OF S L A V E S S T I L L
T h e shame of slavery still disgraces the
world,
A commission of the League of Nations
reports that there are "no fewer than
4,000,000 slaves in the world today; probably the number is nearer 6,000,000—
people who are not persons, people who
have not the right to own property, to
exercise their consciences, to direct their
own affairs, or to retain wife and children.
There are at least 2,000,000 in China,
500,000 to 700,000 in Arabia, a considerable number in the hinterland of Liberia,
and a few thousands in other different
parts of the world." And, according to
"The Christian Century"
(Undenominational) from which we quote these figures, "conditions of slavery vary from the
open and torturing slavery of Abyssinia to
the disguised system in China, where girls
who are really household slaves are treated, according to a legal fiction, as adopted
family members. Under the impetus provided by the League, 185,000 slaves have
recently been set free in Tanganyika;
215,000 in Sierra Leone; 7,500 in Burma,
"Surely," continues "The Christian Century," "with the facts thus known, the
public opinion of the world will support
the League in whatever efforts it may inaugurate to wipe out the last vestige of
human bondage."—The literatary Digest.
B O U N D BY HIS OWN CHAIN
A famous blacksmith, during the period
known as the Middle Ages, was taken a
prisoner and shut up in a dungeon. Alone
in his cell he thought of endeavoring to
escape, and he began to examine the chain

that bound him, hoping to discover some
flaw that might make it easier to be broken.
His hope, however, was in vain, for he
found from marks upon it that it was of
his own workmanship, and it had always
been his boast that no one could ever
break a chain that he had forged. And
now it was his own chain that bound him!
Thus is it with all who are not set free
by the Lord Jesus Christ. And it is a
great mercy from God when light shines
into the heart and we find we are under
sin (Rom. 3:9), and that the chain that
binds us is of our own doing. W e are
not then concerned so much about the
sins of others, the weight and burden of
our own sins rightly trouble us, and nothing we can do can get rid of the awful
bondage of sin.
W H A T IS THE MATTER WITH
THE YOUNG PEOPLE?
The following is taken from the Pictorial Review for March 1929, according to
a recent article in "The Gospel Message."
"I smoke. I drink. I play cards for
money. I pet. I haven't gone the limit,
but only God knows whether I will. M y
family do not seem to think I am bad.
Of course, they do not know, or they do
not appear to know, that I do all these
things. But are parents deaf and blind? I
can't let myself be in church affairs any
more. Maybe I am a good girl, but I feel
bad. I can't pray. Sometimes after an
exceedingly wild party I drop to my knees
and say, 'Oh, God forgive us all.' You
understand I am not out with a tough
crowd. Just the boys and girls of the
best families I was brought up with.
"The thing that puzzles and troubles
me is the older people all having faith in
us. These preachers standing around and
telling how fine and good we are.
"Here are some of the questions in my
mind: Did my mother do all the things
I am doing? Did my older sisters? Am
I wrong in thinking I am a bad girl? Is it
the way of the world? Shall we go to
heaven or hell following such acts? Does
God care? Do the preachers and teachers
know we young people do these things?
Is it the way the world always will be?
"Please, Marion Lambert, write something to quiet my mind or I certainly shall
go mad."
Oh, the pathos of such a plea. Just as
soon as some faithful minister of the Old
Gospel rises up to tell the youth about
sin and hell and judgment, some false
shepherd courts the favor of the young
people, not by pointing out their sins, to
be sure, but by tickling their ears and appealing to the false pride of their hearts.
Of course, the majority will follow the easier path for a time, but will finally turn,
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as the above writer, and curse such falsifying from the pulpit and pew.—The
Prairie Pastor.
LIVINGSTONE'S

VANITY

The Victoria Falls of the Zambesi river in Southeastern Africa, form the largest cataract in the world. T h e y were discovered in 1855 by Doctor Livingstone,
the great missionary and explorer, and
were found to be twice as high and three
times as broad as Niagara. Carved upon
a tree near by, the initials " D . L." are
still discernible, and in his book the missionary confesses that this was the one
occasion in his life when he was guilty
of this form of vanity. These initials are
carefully preserved by the officials of the
British South Africa society and by the
native who saw them carved. Mrs. Livingstone Bruce, daughter of Dr. Livingstone, recently left Southampton, England,
for Rhodesia to visit the wonderful falls
which her father named after Queen Victoria. The railway from Cape Town is
now completed to the falls and a fine
hotel erected. The number of travelers
visiting there is very large.—Publisher
Unknown.
BIBLE PREACHERS
I hear some preaching, I read volumes
of sermons now and then, and every week
I read the topics of their sermons which
ministers announce in the newspapers.
From these sources I get the impression
that there is comparatively little of what
we call expository preaching being done
these days. There is much topical preaching and it is not always closely related
to the Bible. This impression is borne
out by the fact that there is such a lamentable ignorance of the Bible on the part of
many people.
It has been frequently noted that the
most popular hour on the Montreat program every year is the Bible hour. One
hour on the program every day during
the season is set apart for Bible study.
The best Bible teachers that can be found
are invited to fill this hour. As a rule
these teachers adopt the expository method and unfold the meaning of the Scripture and apply it to the hearts of the
hearers.
T h e people rejoice in this kind of Bible
teaching or preaching. They often ask
why our regular pastors do not do more
of that kind of preaching or teaching. I
think I know why. It takes more time
for preparation than the average pastor
has to give. Not only so, but in a sense
it is the most difficult kind of preaching
to do. It is so easy to drift into the habit
of making some commonplace comments
on verse after verse, without gripping the
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great, salient teachings of the passage and
driving them home to the hearts of the
hearers.
"Preach the word." That is the minister's commission. It is a large commission.
If he will do it he will never run dry in
his preaching. T h e W o r d is inexhaustible.
T h e people are hungering for the W o r d .
—Wa l t e r L. Lingle, in The Presbyterian
of the South.
W E D D I N G COSTS A N D
HAPPINESS
The daughter of a multi-millionaire asbestos manufacturer was married to a member of the Swedish royal family in a ceremony which cost her parents $500,000 and
was the occasion for the reception of gifts
totaling $1,000,00.
Mr. Man-on-the-street wonders what it
is all about. His little five or six room
castle, his one or two or more lovely,
healthy children and his helpful, gracious
wife participating with him in the daily
struggle for his bread, wonder about the
social forms which make the simple setting of a marriage vow cost $500,000.
T h e question is purely relative. Every
one wishes the young couple health and
happiness in their marriage venture. But
the average American father and mother
will look across the table and say that
$500,000 would not have purchased the
happiness they have. And the average
American minister will recall that he has
promoted more marital happiness growing
out of ceremonies where the groom shyly
handed over $2.50 than where orchids and
diamonds littered up the place.—St. Louis
Star.
T H E HOME

BREAKER

W h e n he wanted to sell her a home a
modern girl said to a real estate agent,
"A home? W h y do I need a home? I
was born in a hospital, educated in a college, courted in an automobile, and married in a church. I live out of the delicatessen and the contents of paper bags. I
spend my mornings on the golf course,
my afternoons at the bridge table, my evenings at the movies. W h e n I die I am
going to be buried at the undertaker's. All
I need is a garage."—Evelyn A. Cummins, in The Living Church.
THE HOME

MAKER

She never "earned" any money. She
lives on an Ohio farm, but she lives on
almost every other farm. She is somebody's mother—maybe your own.
She has "earned" nothing. N o , but in
the thirty working years she has served
235,425 meals; she has made 3,190 gar-

ments, 35,500 loaves of bread, 5,390 cakes,
7,960 pies, 1,500 gallons of lard; she has
grown 1,525 bushels of vegetables, and
1,550 quarts of fruit, she has raised 7,660
chickens, churned 5,460 pounds of butter,
put up 3,625 jars of preserves, washed
17,725 pieces of laundry, and she has put
in 35,640 hours of sweeping, washing and
scrubbing.
At accepted prices, this work is worth
$115,485.50. She has no bank account to
show for it. She can't retire on her savings; she has to keep on. Not "earnings,"
no. How do you define the ordinary
American woman's contribution to her
family's wealth—to the nation's wealth?
—Collier's Weekly.
'A W A I T I N G L I S T "
M a n y Sunday Schools have a "waiting
list" of classes waiting for a prepared
teacher, or any kind of a teacher at all.
Is there a more pathetic picture anywhere
than a group of children assembled on
Sunday morning waiting for a teacher who
never comes? The class which is talked
to by "Miss Kindly Consented" is only a
little less pitiful. W h a t would it be to
have a "waiting list" of those who want
to teach, who are qualified, ready! "Impossible," you say. It has been done.
Any school has just the teachers it has
prepared. It is nothing more nor less than
a matter of a training program.—Selected.
THE DYING INFIDEL
T h e doctor had spoken plainly, for his
patient had wished to know the whole
truth. This patient was an infidel a bold
one he imagined, but to be told that in
three months' time he would be forced out
of this life had shaken him somewhat, but
it was evidently momentarily.
An infidel friend called to see him, was
very sympathetic, of course, but could
only say, "Don't show the white feather,
B—," and he replied that he would not.
A Christian relative called to see him
and suggested that he might be glad to
have a visit from some one who could tell
him of God's w a y of salvation.
His reply was harsh and decisive: "I
do not want anyone to come here talking
rubbish, and if you have nothing better
to say to me, stay away."
This was a burden and sore trouble to
the Christian; he confided it to me, and
many a prayer went up to God that the
dying infidel might have his eyes opened.
The weeks passed, but the answer to
the prayers came at last, in the shape of
a request that the Christian relative would
go to his bedside as quickly as possible.
I went instead; he knew me by name and
motioned me to a chair by his bedside,
then he said to me with a thrill of earnest-
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ness that I could not forget, "I have been
looking death in the face for two months
and I am not ready."
Yes, the bravery and the infidelity had
taken their flight from that sick chamber,
but was this the "white feather" of cowardice in the presence of a great foe, or
was it "repentance not to be repented of?"
This was the question in my heart as I
interrogated him as to how this change
had come about.
It was evident that God had been
speaking to him, however, and that this
was real soul trouble; and with a great
sadness in my heart I told him of Jesus,
Gods w a y of salvation. I told him the
story as I would have told it to a child,
and he who had boasted in the breath
and strength of his mind listened to that
story as a child would have listened. Before I reached the end of it he put his
hand on mine and said, "Stop." Then,
while down his cheeks tears flowed fast,
he said, "Lord Jesus, I trust in Thee, I
trust Thee about all the past, and about
all the future, and with the present." Then
turning to me he said, "You told me that
He would not cast me out if I came to
Him, did you not?"
"Yes," I replied, "I told you what H e
said, 'Him that cometh to me I will in no
wise cast out.
I have come to Him
and He has received me. Will you pray?"
I did so and left him, and saw him
again and heard of him often. His witness to the saving power of the Lord Jesus was very sweet and clear. A few days
before the end he said to his doctor, "You
have done your very best for me, and I
thank you. I am not afraid to go, and if
you will hand me that N e w Testament I
will show you the words that showed me
the way." And there he went over the
life-giving words, first showing the futility of all human works (Eph. 2:8), the
sinfulness of all (Rom. 3:23), the love of
God for sinners, and the death of Jesus
for the ungodly (Rom. 3:24-26), because
Jesus had suffered and died in their stead
(Isa. 54:6). This was his last testimony,
he sank into unconsciousness when it was
finished, and did not wake on earth. But
the grace of God had triumphed, the
chains were broken and the darkness dispelled, and another witness to the longsuffering mercy of God passed away to be
with Christ.—Sel.

An old Christian, sitting in a store, was
arguing with a skeptic about the matter
of the miracles, and the skeptic, who was
whittling away, said that the reign of law
prevented miracles. The old fellow argued
that personality was higher than law, and
a man could do things because he was a
person.
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THE FAMILY CIRCLE
THE

WOMAN WHO W A S B E A U TIFUL AT NINETY!

W h o was she? This woman of Bible
times whom I shall describe and whom
you are to name, had an abundant portion
of that quality which every girl and woman craves, good looks. Her hair was
beautiful and black. The soft glance of
her dark eyes charmed men, women and
children. On her cheeks bloomed the
tint of the American beauty rose. The
luster of her white teeth proclaimed enduring strength of body. Her figure was
graceful and womanly. One imagines
that she resembled the lovely creatures
described by the English poet:
"She walks in beauty like the night
Of cloudless climes and starry skies;
And all that's best of dark and light
Meet in her aspect and her eyes."
There is a certain American actress
whose astonishingly young and pretty appearance at sixty has provoked wide
newspaper comment. The woman of this
sketch was famed for her beauty at ninety!
In the case of this modern woman considerable art has been applied in aiding her
to maintain her youthful loveliness. She
lives in an artificial and luxurious atmosphere. N o t so with this one who lived
centuries ago. Her surroundings were
quite primitive, at least during that period
of her life which the Bible narrates, from
the time she was sixty-five until her death
which occurred at one hundred and twenty-seven.
Her home was a tent, but withal a spacious tent. Previous to this she had lived
in a city, but when the Bible takes up
her history, she and her husband are contemplating leaving the home town and
taking a journey to a distant land westward, where a large portion of territory
is to be given them if they will come and
claim it. It was not one of the soft experiences of existence, it must have been
a wrench in their lives to turn their backs
on the home land and begin this trip to
a foreign country. N o doubt friends and
relatives, who had no sympathy with them
in their undertaking, protested:
" W h y go so far away? The trip is so
dangerous. Leaving all your kinsfolk and
friends! W e ' l l never see
each other
again. Don't go! Don't go!"
But a grave sense of duty impelled the
husband to go and take advantage of the
offer of this gift of land, so husband and
wife with a very few members of the
family left the home city and departed for

the country which lay toward the west.
Not very long after their arrival in the
new country, the land began to suffer under a very dry spell. There was no rain,
crops were a total failure and there was
danger of their starving to death. They
moved into a country on the south to
make sure of getting something to eat, but
here another peril confronted them.
The princes of the country noticed the
great beauty of the wife and praised her
loveliness to the king. The king made
up his mind to have her for his wife. The
husband was in great distress. W h a t
was he to do? W h a t might had he, a
foreigner in a strange land, to resist this
powerful monarch? If he should fight to
retain his wife, they would both be killed.
If he allowed her to be taken to the king's
castle, the life of both would be spared.
He decided on the latter course and said
to her:
"Behold, now I know that thou art a
fair woman to look upon; Therefore it
shall come to pass when the men of the
land shall see thee, that they shall say,
This is his wife, and they shall kill me,
but they shall save thee alive. Say, I
pray thee, thou art my sister, that it may
be well with me for thy sake."
The king sent his servant to bring her
to his palace, understanding that she was
the sister of the man in whose household
she was living. He treated the man whom
he supposed to be her brother, with royal
kindness, giving him large presents of
silver and gold and much cattle, making
him a very rich man.
But before the king married her he
learned that she was really the wife of
the man from whom he had taken her. He
was equally as honorable as he was generous and very reluctantly sent her back
to him.
The king graciously dismissed the husband and wife from his domain allowing
them to retain the riches he had bestowed
upon them. But he lost nothing by his
generosity, for a couple of centuries later
this country received a bountiful recompense for the king's kindness to these two
foreigners.
A great-grandson of this couple became
prime minister in this very land, and his
godly foresight and marvelous executive
ability during a time of great failure of
crops saved the nation from starvation.
Thus the king in being generous to the
two strangers, saved his own country from
extinction.
The liusband and wife after being dis-
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missed from the land where had they become rich, returned to their own land,
that is the territory that had been given
them which lay to the north. Here they
resided for many years, living in tents,
moving about from place to place, wherever the grazing was good for their cattle.
The wife continued to maintain her good
looks and was still famous as a beauty
even to ninety years!
At the time she had reached this age,
she and her husband made a trip into a
little kingdom nearby. While there the
king of the country, charmed by her loveliness made suit for her hand in marriage.
But when he learned that she was already
married, of course he withdrew his offer.
This beautiful woman had one great
sorrow in life. She had no children, which
to an Oriental woman was a disgrace.
She had wished for a son. Her husband
had longed for an heir and had prayed
that God would give him his great desire.
After many, many years of waiting God
answered their prayer; the unheard of
happened, a woman of ninety held in her
arms her tiny first-born.
And what do you think she called him?
She named him, "Laughter," For said she,
"God hath made me to laugh so that all
that hear me will laugh with me." She
was so happy and proud to have a son
of her own.
W h a t was this woman's name? Her
history is found in Genesis. If your town
is one of any size, you will find some of
her descendants living in your town, a famous race of people. And you are certain to discover that some of the daughters of this people who reside in your
community are bearing the name of their
great ancestress, this beautiful woman of
Bible times.—Publisher Unknown.
THE BATTLE WON

—

Gwendoline A. Lear
A True Incident

" W h a t do you think, Ken?"
"Many things beyond your comprehension!" W a s John Kenny's laughing response to his friend Fred
Northcliff's
question.
The two young students were strolling
over a sunny lane near Cambridge University.
"Well, come off your 'high-brow' pinnacle!" continued Fred—joining in his
friend's contagious laugh. "Tell me seriously what we can do about this invitation to dine at 'Campbell Grange' on
Tuesday evening."
"Dine with the Campbell's at the
Grange!" groaned John—following his remark with a long, low whistle!
"Well they're not exactly what you'd
call common people."
"Common! I should say not! On the
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contrary they're most uncommon people!
In fact I've heard that they are extraordinary people—regular goodie, goodie
people! Much as I love you man, you will
have to go to the Grange without 'Yours
truly.' I could stand the dinner all right;
but the possibility of a non-conformist
prayer-meeting following the dinner would
kill my digestive organs for a month."
"But you have no other engagement."
"Yes, I have!"
" W i t h whom?"
"Urn—the old boy I guess!"
"Look here Ken; you know that I don't
want to go anymore than you do: but
there's no getting out of it. You told
Ralph Campbell that you would be most
happy to go the next time he asked us;
and I feel sure he knows we have dodged
him ever since. It's no use, Ken, we're
in for it good and plenty, and we can't
decently get out of it!"
"Have you accepted for yourself?"
"Yes!"
"I see it all coming!" said Kenny with
a comical groan—"First—dinner at the
Grange—Second—Holy Orders!
Third
—missionary to the cannibals! Lastly, and
closing scene—A cannibal's dinner!" John
Kenny drew from his pocket a solid silver cigarette case: with his monogram engraved upon the cover. "Have one?" said
he. And the two friends threw themselves on the grass under an old oak and
lighted their sickening smokes.
John Kenny (we are not mentioning the
true names in this story) was a splendid
looking youth. Six feet, four inches tall;
perfectly proportioned, broad and straight
as an arrow. He was of noble birth. His
family one of the oldest and wealthiest in
shire. John Kenny's eyes were deep,
searching and restless, his mouth determined and purposeful.
But just at this crucial period of his
life's history we ask—"What was the purpose of his life?"
W h e n he entered college his mind was
wholly bent upon his studies—He was
full of youthful aspirations and noble purposes. Soon! he began drifting with the
tide! and before he had fully realized his
danger, he was being swept along in a
current of self indulgence, to his ruin!
At this critical juncture Ralph Campbell of the "Grange" entered into his life
and the result of their meeting is still
making circles in this old world's history.
It was a cold, raw evening, that found
John Kenny and Fred Northcliff walking
at a leisurely stride up the long, shady
avenue leading to Campbell Grange. Few
words passed between them. John Kenny
was thinking about the exciting game of
cards that he was missing that night with
his pals and what feasible excuse he could
make to his host; to curtail the expected
dull evening. Fred Northcliff walked by
his side in glum silence—still he didn't
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worry. He knew when they arrived at the table. He then made hasty preparathe Grange Ken would suddenly branch
tions for bed and was about to turn off
out into a brilliant conversationalist—dis- the light, when again, his attention was
pelling possible stiffness amongst their en- drawn to the crumpled tract lying under
tertainers.
the table lamp.
However, when the young men were
" W h y had he not consigned it to the
seated at the dinner table; with Squire flames in the first place? He would do so
Campbell and his jolly wife, their two now." Again crushing this small silent,
pretty daughters and their noble son,
but sincerely prayed over tract, in his
Ralph, as their entertainers, all their pre- a n 9 r y grasp, he walked to the fire-place.
vious thoughts of a dull time were ex"Of course he would burn it; that fool of
a Ralph had insulted him!"
pelled from their prejudiced minds, and
they found themselves the fortunate
His hand went towards the flame—then
guests of a delightful cheery family. The drew back. God, the Holy Spirit, was
dinner was served to perfection. The dealing with his soul! He smoothed the
conversation flowed on without restraint creases out of the silent messenger and
from the ridiculous to the sublime; with
read it through to the last word.
a perfect blending. Neither prudish nor
Then for a long, long time, he sat lookirreverent. It was the sincere, naive nating into space—with pain amounting to
uralness of this entire family which im- despair in his eyes!
pressed the young men so favorably.
He was facing the one tremendous, alTrue, they were oddly religious; but mighty question—"Where would he spend
then their religion seemed to be a part of
eternity?"
their being—as well find fault with the
The demons let loose, were fearful of
color of their eyes, as to find fault with the consequence of the reading of that
their religion!
tract. T h e y surrounded their brilliant,
The evening passed all too quickly, and young convert, with all their ghastly
when the hour came for taking leave, they shackles lightened around him!
were pleased to accept a cordial invita" W h a t , lose this giant genius in their
tion to come again.
master's cause!"
Ralph accompanied his guests to the
N o ! never! John Kenny belonged to
Lodge gates. At parting—after a hearty
the devil—to the devil he must go! But,
handshake—he offered to each- youth, a he must be blindfolded, because his blind
pure and simple tract!
eyes are seeking light!
"Don't be offended, boys," said he:
In yonder Christian home, a young man
"but just read this message before you is kneeling at his bed-side praying for the
turn in—will you?" Then, without fursoul of John Kenny, and Satan trembles!
ther comment, Ralph, having delivered He can never forget the prevailing prayer
his soul, turned his face towards the life of "The Man of Galilee."
bright lights peeping through the branches
John Kenny trembles like a man with
of the tall trees on the avenue of his holy, ague. Great drops of sweat break out
from under the thick, burnished locks,
happy home.
swept back form his fevered brow. At
Even if Ralph had heard the jeering
remarks and scoffing laughter from the last with clinched hands, he begins pacing
young men when they felt themselves at the room. His jaw has a determined set
a safe distance, the silent prayer that fol- look; while his eyes look fiercely miserlowed the giving of the tracts would have able.
been just as earnest.
"I can't!" he groaned!
W e have now come to the most im"But it means for eternity!"
portant hour of John Kenny's life. His soul
"I don't care—I can't! I can't give up
hovers between—life or death!—Heaven my sins!"
or hell!
"Eternity! Eternity!" whispered the
'There is a time in every life,
Spirit.
A place we know not where,
W i t h a cry of remorse he fell upon his
Which marks the destiny of man!
knees. A life and death struggle with unseen foes began!
For Glory or despair!"
John Kenny went straight to his room
" W e will not let you go!" cried they.
that night! Switched on a bright light. "John! John! don't be a fool! rise up from
Stirred the dying embers of his grate fire; your knees! You're acting like a fool—a
and threw himself into the depths of a silly, brainless fool!"
downy chair. He then pulled out the deThe struggle continued unto the dawn
spised tract from his pocket and read the of day.
title—"To-night or Never."
"I will arise and go to my Father." anThe young man knitted his brow while swered John. "I will not spend eternity
he continued to read the record of a strik- in hell!"
ing true incident. Then an angry flush
Then those unseen foes took flight, and
rose to his handsome face and with a ges- John Kenny, throwing himself down upon
ture of disgust he crumpled the despised his couch, fell into a dreamless sleep—
(Continued on page 16).
message in his hand, and tossed it upon
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The Foreign Missionary Department
Names and Addresses

FOREIGN MISSIONARIES

Africa
Elder and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie K. Doner,
Elder and Mrs. Charles F. Eshelman, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Miss Mary Heisey,
Miss Martha Kauffman, Elder and Mrs. Cecil I.
Cullen, Miss Mary Brenaman, Mtshabezi Mission,
Private Bag, Bulawayo, S. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder R. H. Mann, Mrs. Grace Steigerwald, Wanezi
Mission, Private Bag, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J . Frey, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Winger, Miss Ruth Taylor, Macha Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Anna Engle,
Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, S. Africa.

India

Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India. Elder
and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles
Engle, Miss Ruth E. Byer, Miss Anna M. Steckley.
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder
and Mrs. G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella Gayman.
Miss Effie Rohrer is leaving for furlough.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Katie B. Smith, 495 First Ave., Upland, Cal.
Miss Beulah Musser, 220 N. E. 4th St., Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Upland, Cal.
Mrs. Naomi Lady, 106 East 8th Street, Abilene,
Kansas.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Greencastle, Penna.
Elder and Mrs. J. A. Climenhaga, Steveniville,
Ontario.
Miss Sadie Book, Ramona. Kansas.
Miss Annie Winger, Delisle, Saskatchewan.

M T S H A B E Z I MISSION
P. B. Bulawayo, Rho., So. Africa
2-6-30
Dear Readers:
Once again we come to the dear ones
in the Home Land to tell you a little about
the happenings or the work at this place.
First we wish to tell of the services over
the week end. W e usually have a Love
Feast near the close of school, also a baptismal service. On Saturday forenoon,
M a y 31, Bro. and Sister Brubaker from
Matopo Mission and Bro. Mann and Sr.
Steigerwald from Wanezi Mission met
with the workers and native church of
Mtshabezi and nearby schools. W e were
very thankful for our co-laborers presence.
They gave us some very encouraging
messages.
On Saturday afternoon we had the application meeting. Eleven were accepted.
T e n girls and one woman. These were
baptized. W e have reason to believe that
they have the assurance of sins forgiven
and that they have a desire to follow on.
They do need your prayers that they will
be kept true. Satan is very busy these
days and many, we are sorry to say are
going the broad way. Many are the heartaches of God's children as they remember
those who have gone astray. God alone
can bring them back. Often we are made
to feel the truth of the words of the

Scripture where it says, "few shall be
saved." But the door is open and who so
ever will may enter in. Thank God for
the, "whosoever."
On Sunday we had the Gospel Service,
after that the communion* service. A
goodly number of sisters were present but
not many men. As we were partaking
of these emblems, we were made to wonder if it will be long before our Lord
will come for the apostle said, "As oft as
ye do this ye do show the Lord's death
till He come." Praise God, Jesus is coming again. How we do long to impress
this truth upon the hearts of the people.
Some of these dear ones are looking and
longing for this coming and their faces
shine when they speak of it. But some
we fear will be like the foolish virgins.
After the communion service was finished the church elected a Deacon. This
fell to Mgodi Kumalo. A brother whom
God has saved from a life of sin. But
God has done a great work for him, yet
he and his wife do need your prayers.
Pray that God may anoint them afresh
for Service.
There was a good spirit prevailed thru
all the services and we know God is with
us, for this we do praise Him.
In a couple weeks school will close.
Many of our girls will go out to dark
homes. This is a time that our hearts often feel crushed, for after we have these
girls here for a couple years we become
keenly interested in them and do so long
to see them established upon the rock.
Often we have forebodings as they leave
the mission home. For after all, they are
only children and are going out, some to
heathen homes, where there is nothing to
uplift them. Please pray for these lambs.
In conclusion we feel to ask you to especially remember certain ones in prayer.
A brother who has gone through severe
testings partly brought upon by his own
actions. He is faithful in reading his Bible and having family prayer at home,
but he has no testimony, no praise.
Also another one who has fallen into
sin and seems to have no power to resist
the enemy.
Then for those who are standing at this
time. At one time Jesus said, to one of
His followers, "Satan hath desired to have
you.—But I have prayed for thee, that
thy faith fail not". So may we pray for
those who have faith.
Our native teachers need your prayers.
They have often hard places to fill. Their
wage is not large. They see some who
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go out and get much larger or better
wages. They are human.
Last but not less important we ask that
you pray for those who have come out
from among you to bring the gospel to the
dark parts of the earth. Yes pray that their
faith fail not while they are waiting for
others to come and help so that the work
may be accomplished with better returns,
and that precious souls will not say in
that day: W h y did ye not hear?
Yours seeking the lost,
Abbie B. Winger.
i

—

i

A B R A V E L I T T L E MAORI GIRL
A remarkable people, both for physical
strength and a certain mental alertness,
are tue Maoris, the aboriginal inhabitants
of N e w Zealand.
The Maoris of to-day are not the warlike race they were in years gone by. In
parts of the North Island there are goodly
numbers of them to be found living quietly in their "pahs," or villages tilling their
land.
They are easily reached with the Gosoel, and as a rule are willing to listen to
it. They are very hosoitable, but, they in
common with every other sinner, need the
"Gospel of Christ."
Under the preaching of missionaries,
many of the Maoris have been brought to
know the Lord Jesus Christ as their Savior.
A native chief, whose name was Pana,
became a Christian, and, putting away his
gun and spear with which he had delighted in making war, he took for his companion the Bible, which he called his
"new weapon of war." But with his fellowmen he now desired to be at peace.
Before his conversion, he had a great
enemy in another chief named Tawai. One
day this man suddenly appeared, to the
alarm of Pana, and of his friend the missionary. They thought, of course, that
Tawai had come to fight. But it was not
so. N o , God's Holy Spirit had been at
work in his heart also, and he had come
to tell them that he was now a Christian,
and that they must no longer call him T a wai, but "Moses," his new Christian, name.
Then he told them how this wonderful
change had been brought about.
He had at home a slave-girl who had
been taken from one of the mission stations. He had tried to make her forget
all her Christian teaching, and had threatened to shoot her if she did not give up
praying to God.
But the brave girl still prayed on, and
repeated to herself the lessons she had
been taught. Her master was so surprised
at her courage, that at last he asked her
to teach him the truths she loved so much.
This she did; and God so blessed the girl's
teaching and example that her master was
converted, and was baptized as a Christian.
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Then he went, as we have seen, to visit
his former enemy, and found to his surprise and joy that Pana too was a Christian. That day was very happy for them,
and also for their friend the missionary,
who rejoiced to see them the next day
standing together in the same class at
school.
Is not the story of this little slave-girl
something like that of the little captive
maid who was such a blessing to her master, Naaman the Syrian?
If she could be true and fearless, what
about little free girls like some of you who
read these lines? Some one may laugh
at you, but no one will threaten to shoot
you, so you are better off than the little
Maori maid. Perhaps you live in the
house with some one who does not love
the Lord Jesus.—Messages of the Love of
God.
"SO S H A L L M Y W O R D B E "
A True Story
T h e man whose good fortune it is to
be in this story, was one of the worst of
characters. There was nothing too contemptibly mean or low for him to do if
he chose, and rarely did he choose deliberately to do right.
W h a t he recognized as home was a
very small affair—his mother the only
other occupant for years. W h e n he was
there, his abuse of this patient woman
was terrible, and many a time neighbors
remarked, "He ought to be killed for the
w a y he treats his mother, if for nothing
else." She was a veritable slave to him
and lived in abject fear.
W h e n he was absent she was in constant terror of his return. In fact he was
a terror to the whole neighborhodd. Not
a man, woman or child but would go out
of their way rather than meet him. Not a
few had encountered him and found him
a formidable foe. Either with, or without
provocation, he would show battle and
those who dared even to claim their
share of the path were speedily worsted.
One lesson was sufficient.
Even strangers were so subdued by the
fierceness of his oncoming presence that
they would step to one side and accept
his curses meekly. He was now about
thirty years old, of good size and rather
stockily built and very strong. He always
carried a large stick,—almost three feet
long—and his ability to use it grew with
practice. It was his main defence with
man or beast. N o t only was he a fighter
with his stick but he also had a most abusive, profane and evil tongue; many a
strong man quailed under its vile epithets
and was only too glad t o get out of earshots. He was an all-round, notoriously
bad man,—bad in the strongest sense of
the word, with little prospects of ever becoming good.
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One day a man came from some distance, who knew somewhat of him, saw
him coming along the path facing him,
and felt at once that this was the man of
the bad reputation. The path was not
wide and the muddy rice fields of China
were on either side, which were not inviting. All the stranger desired was a
peaceable passage. He determined to try
for it and if his rights were disputed he
would battle for them to the best of his
ability.
As they approached each other the
stranger was given a black look, a blacker curse and an order to get off the path.
He stood his ground nobly and in the
squabble his opponent slipped and fell and
lost hold on his weapon. Mr. Stranger
was agile enough to gain possession of it
and used it with such a well-directed and
forceful stroke that the district terror lay
with a broken leg. For once he had met
a skillful match.
Mr. Stranger being a civil man acted
the good Samaritan, and saw that his enemy got to the nearest hospital, which
was not very near, nor easy to reach. He
spent time, money and effort at the task.
In turn the wounded man had his friend
of the path arrested and the judge had
him jailed for as long a time as the injured
man had to stay in the hospital.
At first he would not try to be quiet
and give his injury a chance to heal for,
said he, "The longer I am here, the longer
the other fellow will be in jail."
He, like all other patients, was given a
N e w Testament to read. It was thrown
aside with curses, but later, read a very
little when the reader thought no one was
looking. In a short time it was read openly, more and more, until the man of the
big stick and broken leg was loath to take
time to eat or sleep, so anxious was he
to compass the contents of the new Book.
Meanwhile he did a lot of thinking. Attendants were plied
with questions.
" W h e r e did the Book come from?"
"How old is it?" "Is it true?" " W h o
wrote it?" " W h o s e is it?" "Could I
buy one or get some for my friends?" "It
is the best Book I ever read. I did not
know there was such a Book," he declared
enthusiastically.
Such an influence the Book had, that
instead of the
contemptible, cursing
wretch, there was a happy, most patient
man, entirely willing to cooperate with
doctors and nurses in efforts made for his
recovery. His meekness and humility
were almost pathetic. M a n y verses of
Scripture he thought especially good he
committed to memory. He learned to
pray and sing Psalms. He spent much
time singing—said, "they were the nicest
songs he had ever heard." All hatefulness seemed to have left him. He was so
glad he had found this wonderful Book
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and such fine new songs that he was
thankful for his broken leg.
W h e n he was able to go on crutches
he went around to other patients, and read
his Testament and sang Psalms to them.
He improved every opportunity to question the doctors and nurses and learn the
doctrine of the Gospel more perfectly so
he could teach his mother and some of
his friends, he said.
W h e n he got well enough, he was anxious to go and apologize to the man in
jail and thank him for breaking his leg.
H e said it was the best thing that ever
happened to him, for, by it he had learned
of Jesus and His love and His Book.
At home his behavior was so changed
that his mother was quite as afraid of him
as heretofore. She thought him feigning
in order to get a good chance to strike or
possibly kill her. H e told her over and
over that he never would hurt her again.
Others in the village were as much astonished and unbelieving, and equally afraid.
His continued good will and actions gave
assurance. Some were sent to the hospital to obtain some medicine like that which
had so changed him. T h e y were told that
it could not be medicine that changed him
for he was not given medicine, but it
must be Jesus, the Great Physicion, who
had changed him. They were given Testaments and told of His healing power, then
they believed the man's own story that
the words in the Book changed him.
He became a real home missionary ever
faithful and true to his new Master, ever
trying to make up for the long years spent
in the service of Satan.—Gospel Herald.
J E W A N D MOSLEM IN
PALESTINE
(We believe the following article written by one who has lived in Palestine for
many years will be of interest to our
readers.—Ed.
T h e Balfour Declaration reads like this:
"His Majesty's Government views with
favor the establishment in Palestine of a
national home for the Jewish people and
will use their best endeavors to facilitate
the achievement of that object, it being
understood that nothing shall be done
which may prejudice the civil and religious
rights of existing non-Jewish communities
in Palestine, or the rights and political
status enjoyed by Jews in other countries."
Just what does it mean? Is it possible
to establish a Jewish homeland without
interfering with the rights of the Arabs
who are fully five-sixths of the population? W h a t is the meaning of a "national
home"? A place where a race may develop its talents? And the Jews have many.
They are a clean people. If this were
all, it would look fairly simple. This Jewish national home must not, however,
look toward a Jewish government. Five-
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sixths of the people do not wish to be
ruled by Jews. This Jewish homeland
must not include a thought that the temple grounds will become once more Jewish
and a temple greater than Solomon's be
built on the old site. Today, in front of
that site and directly over the rock of
sacrifice, which is plainly seen, stands one
of the most exquisite buildings in the
world. It is octagonal, surmounted by a
dome, supported by pillars of rare marble. It is rich in marble, carved wood,
gold and mosaics. This is the so-called
Mosque of Omar, known to the Moslems
or Mohammedans as the "Dome of the
Rock." It is one of the three most sacred
places of Islam—second only to the Mosque at Mecca.
Inside these old temple grounds, where
this mosque stands, the Jews do not enter.
Some say that they are not allowed—
others that the Jews feel that the sacred
ark is buried somewhere in the grounds
and they do not wish to walk over it. I
do not know which explanation is correct,
but the Jews for many years have not entered. They do, however, go to a certain place just outside the wall that encloses this area, and weep. This is called
the wailing wall, and almost any time, especially on Friday afternoon, you will find
Jews facing the wall, reading their scriptures and praying that the temple grounds
may once more be theirs. For centuries
this has been going on, the Jews unmolested, but when last spring, some unwise
Jewish youth put the Zionist flag on the
wall, the Arabs resented it. Later when
it was reported at the Zionist Conference
in Zurich last August:—"Palestine is already the land of Israel. The wailing
place will soon be ours and our aspirations to what is more important (meaning
the temple area) will be fulfilled," you can
understand how the Arabs felt. Willing
that the Jews should share their land—
not willing that it should become a Jewish
country, not willing that their beautiful
Mosque should give place to a new Jewish temple.
Another thing that has disturbed the
Arabs is that the British administration in
Palestine is said to be working in conjunction with a group of international
Jews, known as the Jewish Agency, set
up by the League of Nations. All questions of education, immigration and public
works must be approved by this agency.
And this in a country more than 83 per
cent Arab. You can understand perhaps
why the Arabs have become apprehensive. T h e incident that precipitated the
trouble occurred on the 21st of last August. Some Jewish boys were playing
near a field of tomatoes guarded by a
Moslem. He spoke to the boys a number of times, asking them to be careful,
but they paid no attention, trampling down
the tomatoes that he had been hired to
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guard. At last, very angry, he caught one
of the boys and began to beat him. In
the fight that ensued one of the boys was
injured so badly that he died. The Jews
took the occasion to make a demonstration which was, however, stopped by the
government. But the Arabs were aroused
and the news of the trouble flew over the
country. Arab villages attacked Jewish
colonies. In Jerusalem it was not safe to
be out in the streets. There was bloodshed on both sides before enough English
troops could be brought in to keep the
peace. Those in the country know that
a forced peace is not peace. W h a t will
be the outcome of it all, we cannot as
yet tell. I have great faith that England
will try to be just, but can she keep her
promises to both Arab and Jew! The
true situation has not been generally
known either in England or America.
Many people think of Palestine as a Jewish land. I have been asked if most of
the children in our schools are Jewish. I
do not know that we have ever had more
than one Jewish child in school and that
for only one year. The Jews have their
own schools. The only way that we
might have Jewish children would be by
taking them quite freely.

the Christianity that inspired the Crusades.
In one description of a battle we read that
the Crusaders rode their horses, wading
knee-deep in the blood of the infidels and
when the battle was over, the Christians
knelt in a church and thanked God for the
victory—the same God to whom the Moslems prayed! N o , a Christianity like that
can never win the followers of the prophet to the Christian religion. Again, the
Christianity of Palestine today, with its
images and pictures seems to the Moslems
like idolatry. The Christianity of Palestine is losing many of its educated young
people. Look at Russia today with its
Soviet war on the churches. Is it Jesus
and His simple religion of love that is being rejected, or is it ignorance and useless
forms and superstitions?

There are many people on both sides of
the Atlantic who are interested in prophecy and feel that the land must again belong to the people of Israel. They feel
that the happenings of the last few years
are the beginnings of the fulfillment of
prophecy.
Whether these prophecies are to be taken literally or spiritually, I do not know,
but since about 300 B. C. the Jews have
never really held the country. Certain
parties arose from time to time that gained
power over a portion of the land, but always for a short time only. It was in the
seventh century that Palestine fell into the
hands of the Arabs, and although it was
conquered by the Turks in the fifteenth
century and held by them until it became
an English mandate at the close of the
late war, it has for all these centuries been
essentially Arab. The Turks, having no
written language at the time, adopted the
Arabic letters and many Arabic words,
and also the religion of the greater part
of the Arabs, the Moslem religion. T o day the census gives 650,000 Moslem
Arabs, 75,000 Christians, mostly Arabs,
140,000 Jews. Three great religions that
worship one God, the same God, but not
even the Christians have learned to keep
the second great commandment of Christ!
Sometimes it is good for us to stop and
think; to imagine to ourselves what might
have been the history of the world if, from
the days when that perfect life was lived
among men, Christians had really followed
Him. W h o can tell what an influence
Christianity would have had on other religions! The Moslems will never forget

I remember how humbled I felt when a
Moslem sheik once said to me: "You
Christians ought to hate the Jews more
than we Moslems do because they killed
your Christ." "But you forget," I said,
"our Christ taught us we must never hate
—we must always, always love." He had
lived in Jerusalem and been in touch with
Christians all his life and had never
known that their religion was a religion
of love.
As we look out over the world today,
I think we realize that the only religion
that can ever win the world is a religion
of love. W e are sad when we look at
the divisions in the Christian Church, and
the division in our small branch of it.
Separations have come over little things—
because of differences of opinion or understanding of certain passages of Scripture, and in standing for our own interpretation we have often broken the second
great commandment that Jesus gave:
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor." T o do
that would be enough to keep us all so
busy trying to live up to it, and so humble
because of our failures, that we never
could quarrel with one who did not agree
with us.
W e wish as we face the situation in
Palestine, that these three great religions
that profess love to God might include
love for their neighbors. Love would
solve the problem.
And there are problems nearer home
that love would solve. There are our
Japanese neighbors in California and our
Negro neighbors in the South. There are
our Church neighbors, our neighbors in
politics and business, across the street
from us and even in our own homes. And
to every one of us who is called by His
name, Christ would say that if we love
God, we must love our neighbors.—The
Friend.
N o soul will be desolate whose sincere
desire is God's glory.—T. C. Horton.
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FOREIGN MISSION TREASURE REPORT
May 1, to July 1.
U. S.
Balance May 1, Gen. Fund
$ 522.89
Mother & Daughter, E. Petersburg,
6.00
Bethany S. S., Oklahoma
116.78
Fairland Sunday School
34.70
Friend of Missions, Allen, Pa
25.00
Upland, Cal., ($1 a mo., per mem.)
60.00
Rosebank S. S., Hope, Kans
89.64
Carl Derrick and wife
25.00
Bethel S. S., Detroit, Kans
35.30
Elizabeth Kraybill Grantham, Pa.
5.00
North Franklin Dist. Pa
70.00
Upland Cong., Calif
87.04
Abilene Cong., Kans.
226.00
Interest
115.00
Joel E. Carlson, Chicago, 111
5.00
Sr. Ella Grosh, Mt. Joy, Pa
10.00
Flourtown Cong., Pa
25.17
Mrs. Sa. Roche, Phila., Pa.
5.00
Bro. and Sr. H. L. Trump, Polo, 111. 50.00
Pleasant Hill S. 8., Ohio
52.00
H. S. Rosenberger, Souderton, Pa.
2.00
Belle Springs Cong., Kans
100.47
Hoffman Sisters, Donegal district
10.00
Sr. Lizzie Herr, Donegal district
6.00
A Sr., Dallas Center, la
5.00
Rapho District, Pa.,
389.59
Beulah Chapel S. S., Cal
41.00
Lancaster S. S., Pa
11.83
Manor-Pequea District, Pa
182.24
L. B. Steckley, Calif
15.00
Palmyra Cong., Pa
55.42
Elizabethtown Cong., Pa
177.05
Highland S. S., Union, O.,
14.13
Clay Co., Cong., Kans
52.27
Oscar Raser
10.00
Buffalo Dist., Black Creek dist
13.00
A Bro. Mifflintown, Pa., (Sp.)
10.00
Red Star S. S., Oklahoma
7.83
Conf. offering
1.00
Mowersville S. S., Pa
32.04
Conference offering
100.00
Conference offering
10.00
Conference offering
50.00
Conference offering
50.00
Mary Sentz, Conf., offering
10.00
Conference offering
10.00
Zion S. S., Carland, Mich
25.00
D. B. Keeports, Phila., (Sp.)
50.00
Laben Hess, Chambersburg (Sp.)
25.00
Fannie Schock, Dallas Center, la.
5.00
Souderton Cong., Pa.,
28.00
Abram M. Lehman, Mcburg, (Sp.)
50.00
H. G. Miller, Altoona, Pa. (Sp.) ..
25.00
Frank Peckham, Troy, Ohio
10.00
Henry Schneider, Merrill, Mich. Sp. 25.00
Arthur Rhodes, Mich
5.00
Conoy S. S., Donegal dist
284.60
In Jesus Name
150.00
In Jesus Name, Granville, Pa., sp. 100.00
Henry L. Landis, Souderton, Pa
10.00
A Sr., Cross Roads Cong., Pa
5.00
Balance of Exten. fund to gen
57.93
Mill Hall Cong., Pa
48.54
A. O. Brubaker, Montoursville, Pld.
10.00
Conference Fund
184.00
O. B. Ulery
125.00
R. I. Feather
10.00
D. A. Slagenweit
10.00
J. H. Eshelman
10.00
A Bro., Rapho, Dist., Pa
100.00
A. H. Wenger
100.00
J. S. Oldham
25.00
S. A. Lady
°5.00
A Bro., Manor-Pequea Dist
_;0.00
B. F. Engle
50.00
Conference offering (cash)
1000.00
India Specials
Balance May 1, 1930
Bro. and Sr. B. M. Hess, Cine. 0
Lancaster S. S. Pa.,

5584.46
$162.65
25.00
35.00

Missionary Circle M B. C
Waukena S. S. Calif
United Zion Children, Etown, Pa
Martinsburg S. S. Class
Junior Meeting of Upland Cal
A Sister, Maytown Cong., Pa
Africa Specials
Balance on hand, May 1
Pequa S. S., Pa
Lancaster S. S., Pa
Manor S. S., Pa
Missionary Circle of M. B. C
Friend of Missions
Total Receipts
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100.00
14.54
53.60
7.35
2.00
42.50
$442.64
$ 10.00
38.75
26.97
29.72
200.00
20.00
$325.44
$6352.54

Expenditures
Cablegram to India
$
5.00
Committee of Reference and Coun.
15.90
Return fare for Sr. Ruth Byer
400.00
Africa
Quarterly maintenance
3000.00
Specials, to Missionaries, individuals
and Mission Stations
325.44
India
Quarterly Maintenance (part allow) 700.00
Specials, to Missionaries, individuals
and Mission Stations
442.64
Quarterly Maintenance to Missionaries on
Furlough
Eld. and Sr. J. A. Climenhaga
and children
$ 225.00
Sr. Annie Winger
75.00
Sr. Sadie Book
75.00
Sr. Effie Rohrer
75.00
Interest on Annuities
Bish. H. L. Trump
$ 30.00
Total Expenses
$5368.98
We are very thankful for the wonderful
way the Lord has provided. While before Conference the treasury was exhausted, the last day God marvelously moved
upon His humble followers to the extent
that not only hearts were opened, but pocketbooks, and checkbooks, pledges were filled
out; the longer they gave the more blessed
they got, while they were giving out the
Lord kept filling in to over flowing in
some cases, and thank God the need was
amply supplied, just as the Bible says we
should, "Not grudgingly nor of necessity,
but of a willing mind."
Yours for precious souls,
Graybill Wolgemuth, Treas.
B E S U R E YOUR S I N S WILL F I N D
YOU OUT
Numbers 32:23.
"Charleston, W . Va.,—A hearse, coffin,
and hack were used here today to smuggle
whiskey into the state. Waiting at a local station was a hearse and hack in which
were three men. A woman got off the
train in deep mourning, and from the baggage car a child's coffin was unloaded.
In carrying the coffin to the hearse the
bottom dropped out and bottles filled
with whiskey were broken on the walk.
T h e entire "funeral party" was arrested
by agents of Prohibition Commissioner
Blue.'"'
In times of trouble Tesus gentlv leads
His loved ones over the paths of righteousness to the pastures of rest and
plenty; to the still waters of peace and
happiness and to that place where sick
and discouraged souls are restored.—T.
H. Atkinson.

P. R.—Kansas.
QUESTION: What is meant by being
created in the image of God (Gen.
1:26, 27)?
ANSWER: The language used in this
passage clearly defines man as distinctly
different from the lower animals and distinguishes him from the Creator. In addition to his physical nature and form man
is endowed with a spiritual nature. In a
certain and limited sense he is a super natural being, not being an equal to God, but
like Him in the sense of being a free moral
agent accountable to God for his acts and
as a result of his choices determines his
own moral and eternal destiny. See Eph.
4:23, 24 and Col. 3:10.
E. J. C—Iowa.
QUESTION: (1) Is the history of the
Life of Christ as important as the Beatitudes He taught ?
(2) What is the most important thing
to know about Him ?
ANSWER: (1) and (2). Relatively the
Beatitudes are of more importance than
the History of the Life of Christ, but the
mere knowledge of either of these is insufficient. The most important thing to know
about Him is to know Him personally in
an experimental knowledge of salvation
through faith in His name. Christianity
does not consist of a well rounded historical
knowledge of its founder,, but Christianity
is divine life imparted to the believing
soul through the efficiency of Christ's sacrifice on Calvary, without which His teachings would practically be on a level with
other great and good men.

AMENDED GIFTS
It is told of Andrew Fuller that he once
asked a friend for a contribution to foreign
missions and received the reply, " I will
give five pounds, Andrew, seeing it is
you." But the preacher refused the proffered gift, and his friend, studying his face
for a moment, amended his offer. "Well
then, seeing it is the Lord, I will give ten
pounds." Not a few of our gifts would
change in amount and spirit if they were
really offered to the
Lord.—Illustrative
Anecdotes.
The life of real victory is found, not in
working or trying, but by committing
yourself into the hands of your Saviour
and momentarily yielding to His sweet
will.—Selected.
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resting in the everlasting arms of the "SinBearer."
In 1914, when sobs of anguish filled the
air over the blood-drenches fields of
Flanders, John Kenny stood at a graveside reading the burial service over a fallen hero,
A missel from the enemy's camp felled
him to the sodden earth thus hastening
him into eternity to meet his Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. For sixty long years
since the night he let Christ into his
heart, his life was one long witness to the
saving power of the Blood! T h e sacred
memory of a mission that he held in
North America will not be forgotten in
many generations. Souls were born again,
backsliders reclaimed, and thousands made
to realize the value of a tract that was
given with prayer; and that brought forth
fruit a hundredfold!
CARELESS TALK
Alfred S. Rotz
W h e n our manner of speech is not in
keeping with our christian profession we
are lowering the standard of our religion.
"Every idle word that men shall speak
they shall give an account thereof in the
day of judgment." Math. 12:36. " W h o
is a wise man endued with knowledge among you, let him show out of a good
conversation his works with meekness of
wisdom." James 3:13. Good conversation implies a good heart. "Out of the
abundance of the heart the mouth speaketh." Careless and idle talk is one of the
most besetting sins of the age. It is better to be rated as unduely quiet than to
mar our peace with God and spoil our
christian influence by excessive talk of
things to no profit. Jesting and foolish
talking are forbidden in Eph. 5:4. T h e
W o r d tells us it is not convenient. O b servation and experience verifies this great
truth. Vain and idle words tend to levety and worldliness, and these are contrary
to the Spirit of God. Almost unconsciously we may lose the keen edge of our religious experience by falling in line with
worldly talk, incessant gossip, unjust criticism, slang and unsavoury language. T o
mix in with the world in their ungodly
conversation is certainly being unequally
yoked together with unbelievers. Even
sinners expect better things of a Christian.
In a large measure a man's conversation
is the index of his life. If the words of
his mouth are unholy it is evident that
there is something wrong within, and a
heart cleansing should be speedily sought.
" W h a t manner of persons ought ye to be
in all holy conversation and godliness."
There are many phases of careless and
sinful talk, and we will notice a few of
these:
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1. Talking lightly of God's W o r d , the
leadings of the Holy Spirit, the worship
of God, the sanctuary and the preaching
of His W o r d . All these are very sacred
and should be spoken of with reverence
and holy fear.
2. Carelessly talking about our friends
in their absence, without discriminating as
to the truthfulness of the matters talked
about. It is a grevious offence and a direct violation of the golden rule.
3. Speaking lightly of parents and dishonoring them by calling father and mother the old man and the old woman.
4. Parents discouraging their children
by continuous scolding and fault finding
instead of showing them an example by a
chaste conversation.
5. Carelessly talking about the preacher,
the church and the order of service in the
presence of children, all of which will tend
to drive them away from the church instead of winning them to Christ.
6. Careless talk in our social visits on
Sundays after church. All the good impressions received may soon be all talked
away by swinging in line with all kinds of
worldly business discussions, or to make
matters worse, when the talk gets all, as
is the case sometimes in prolonged visits,
jesting and idle gossip is resorted to, God
and the Sabbath D a y is dishonored.
7. Careless talk with children. Children
readily absorb what they hear and permanently retain in their plastic minds the
impressions they receive. Improper language and careless talk may start them on
a downward career. T o carelessly mislead and offend little children is an exceedingly grevious offence.
Someone has said we should think seven times before we speak once, but to this
we might add that it would be well some
times to add seventy times seven, to use
the scriptural term. In one of our school
readers we have the following verse:
If wisdom's ways ye wisely seek,
Five things observe with care:
T o whom ye speak, of whom ye speak,
And how and when and where.
In James 3:2 we have these words: "If
any man offend not in word the same is a
perfect man. Also in verse 8 "The tongue of no man can tame." But in James
5:16 we have also these words: "Confess
your faults one t o another that ye may be
healed. T h e effectual fervent prayer of
a righteous man availeth much." Thank
God. H e who has created the tongue can
also tame it and make of it a vessel meet
for the Master's use. Psalms 19:14. "Let
the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable in thy
sight, O Lord, my strength and my Redeemer.
LOVE ONE ANOTHER
"Ye are My friends if ye do whatsoever
I command you." John 15:14.
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MORE THAN CONFESSION AND
REPENTANCE NECESSARY
A false view of the atonement is based
upon the fallacy that repentance and confession of sin is all that God requires. But
when we apply this principle to human
affairs it does not work satisfactorily,
A Christian woman, while sick, was attended by an infidel physician, who tried
to induce her to take, in addition to his
drugs, some of his theological vagaries,
among which was the theory that there
is no need of atonement, because confession and repentance are sufficient. After
the woman's restoration to health she invited him to dine with her, and at the table
she said: "Doctor, I am sure that you have
been at much expense in treating my case,
and I certainly owe you a good fee." He
acknowledged that his outlay had not been
small, and he was glad to hear her confess her obligation to his skill. "And now,
doctor," she continued, "I have confessed
to you the debt I owe, and in order to
show you my true repentance for it, I am
determined not to do so any more, that
is, I shall not send for you again when I
get sick." He saw the point at once, and
with some embarrassment, remonstrated
against such a practical application of his
teaching. But the good woman, with loving earnestness, insisted that he must give
up either his teaching or his fee.
Let us hope that he saw his folly and
acknowledged that to pay the debt of sin
more than confession and repentance are
necessary—indeed, that confession enforces the necessity of paying the debt,
and repentance does not take the place
of satisfaction to justice, but rather emphasizes the righteousness of the demand
that satisfaction shall be made.—A. C.
Dixon.
THE ETERNAL

"WHY?"

Hiram Diggs writes thus to the " T r a c tion Bulletin": "I received the book you
sent me which is named ' W h a t Makes
the Gasoline Engine Go.' I aint read it
yet because whats the use reading it when
I dont care what makes the gasoline engine go as long as it goes which mine
dont only accasionly. W h a t I want to
know is W h a t Makes the Gasoline Engine Stop. If you got a book called that
send me one. I want to know what makes
my gasoline engine stop when everything
is o k and nothing is the matter."
NOT WITHIN CALLING DISTANCE
T h e older of two men was urging upon
the younger the responsibility of a call to
foreign missions. He gave an answer that
has a very familiar ring, "I have never
felt any direct call to that kind of work."
"Are you sure you are within calling
distance?" was the disquieting reply.
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The Bible Readers' Roll of Honor is an entirely new idea designed to encourage and reward Bible
reading and study. I t is 2 4 x 3 6 inches in size, brass bound a t top and bottom. The top piece is
printed in two colors. The Chart is ruled for 36 names, with 66 spaces opposite each name. These
spaces represent the sixty-six books of the Bible, and are to be covered, one a t a time, with a gummed
seal as each separate book is read, reviewed, or studied. The sixty-six books are listed a t the top of
the chart and for convenience are numbered consecutively, and are divided into History, Law, Prophecy,
etc. Each seal is a representation of an open Bible and has the name of the book and its serial number—Stamps are furnished in sheets of G6, one for each book of the Bible. Price of chart, complete with
36 sheets of stamps, $1.00. Extra sheets of stamps, 2 cents each.

Celluloid Book Marks

for
Your
Sunday
School
or
Any other

Price 7c each or 75c per Dozen.

Etched Bronze Book Marks
These are three designs of this beautiful, a t tractive and useful novelty. Each bookmark is
similar in size and shape. The designs are etched
in black, and stand out clearly on the bright
finished brass. The bookmarks are 4 ^4 inches
long, and each one is furnished with a bright
colored silk cord and tassel and is mounted on a
card. This is not only a beautiful bookmark, but
also a practical letter opener which can be used
in cutting the leaves of new books- There is no
novelty a t anywhere near this price which is as
appropriate and beautiful as a gift or reward.
Furnished in three designs as follows:

Items
You
May Need.

No.

111—Hoffmann Head design—no verse or
lettering.
No. 112—(Especially for boys)—Mounted Knight
design and Verse, I-Cor. 16:3, "Watch
ye, stand fast in the faith, quit ye like
wien, be strong."
No. 113—(Especially for girls) — Plockhorst's
Good Shepherd design a n d abridged
verse, Phil 4 : 8 , "
"Whatsoever
things a r e
true
honest. . . . .just
pure
lovely
of good report
.think on these things."
Numbers 112 and 113, while designed especially
appropriate for anyone.

E. V. Publishing
House
No. I l l
No. 113
for boys and girls respectively, a r e suitable and

Price 15 cents each, $1.50 per doz., assorted if desired.

Nappanee, Indiana

The Life Story of
That Great Missionary

Hudson Taylor

Is now available in a popular
priced, one volume book,-

Hudson Taylor, the Man
Who Believed God
By MARSHALL

BROOMHALL

Holman Home Bible—For Old Folks and Home Use

r

E x t r a L a r g e P r i n t with References.
Size « y 2 x 9 % i n s .
Printed from large, clear, Pica Type, with Marginal
References, Family Record and Maps. This Home
Bible is new and very desirable for every day use,
containing all the advantages of a Family Bible in
a compact size that can be easily handled, with
Record for Births, Marriages and Deaths. The best
Bible obtainable for old folks who need extra large
clear print and a light-weight book.
HXJL
No. 2014—Durably Bound in French Seal Leather,
full flexible covers, round corners, red
under gold edges, silk head bauds and Su£ marker, gold titles. Our price—Postpaid
2002. Black
Silk-Finished
Cloth,
2022. French Seal Leather, divinity
round comers, gold titles, burO QK
circuit, overlapping covers, extra
nished edges
lining and fly leaves, red under
gold edges

Specimen of Type
I Holman Some Bible
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Isaac was
| | were dim, so th

$4.85
5.75

Pronouncing New Testaments

Clear Black Print o n F i n e s t T h i n Bible Paper—Durable B i n d i n g s

Holman Vest-Pocket Testament
S i z e , 2:} s x 4J-2 i n c h e s

The story of this man of faith, founder
of The China Inland Mission, is not a new
one, but Christians will be glad to have
this new book as offering the story in an
inexpensive form suitable for mission
study groups, as a gift book, or for the
missionary library in the home or Sundayschool. The book is divided into three
parts—
1. His early life and call.
2. Early years in missionary service.
3. His service as founder and leader of
that great faith mission—The China
Inland Mission.

Specimen of Type.

AND t h e t h i r d d a y t h e r e
JV w a s a m a r r i a g e in
Ca'na of Gal'I-lee; a n d
t h e m o t h e r of J e ' s u s w a s
T h e V E S T P O C K E T Is, beyond question, t h e
most popular Testament published. Over a
M i l l i o n Copies h a v e b e e n s o l d .
3 4 0 0 B . Bound in Art Durotex, gold
titles and gold edges. Illustrated
with Multi-Colored Pictures on fine <
coated paper . .•
*
2 1 0 3 K . Morocco Grain
Semble
Leather, flexible, gold edges
2113. French
Morocco
Genuine
Leather, flexible, gold edges
T E S T A M E N T AND PSALMS
2103KP. Same as 2103K with Psalms
2113P. Same a s 2113 with P s a l m s . .
2 1 1 5 P . French
Morocco
Leather,
overlapping covers, round corners,
red under gold edges
RED LETTER VEST P O C K E T TESTAMENTS
With all t h e words of our Lord a n d Saviour
printed in red.
13RL. Same as 2113 Red Letter. . . .
.90
15RLP. Same as 2115P Red L e t t e r . .
L35

.50
.60
.75

1.10

Old Folks Testament

T H I N BIBLE PAPER EDITIONS
Extra Large P r i n t with Psalms
P i c a , 1 6 m o . S i z e , 5lA x 7 % x % i n c h e s
Old folks or those with poor sight will appreciate t h e advantage of this Testament, with its
wide spacing between t h e lines. I t is t h e most
readable edition of all large
print Testaments.
Specimenof Type.

SENT P O S T P A I D FOR ONLY

$2.00

E. V. Publishing House
Nappanee, Indiana

,._.

rpHof Je'gua
2902P. B l a c k Silk F i n i s h e d C l o t h ,
gold titles, red burnished edges with
1.50
Book of Psalms included
2913P. F r e n c h M o r o c c o , limp, gold
titles, red under gold edges, with
2.95
Book of Psalms included
RED LETTER EDITION, EXTRA LARGE
rA
PRINT
Same as above, with t h e S a y i n g s of C h r i s t
Printed in Red.
3 9 1 3 F R L . Same binding as 2913P.
3.10

Holman Jewel Testament

INDIA P A P E R O N L Y
S i z e , 2% x 4% i n c h e s x % i n c h
The TYPE is black and bold and it is printed
exclusively on the famous Holman India paper,
noted for its opaque quality and unusual tensile
strength.
The size is so small that the book practically
fits the palm of the hand.

N

Specimen of Type*

O W w h e n J e ' s u s waa
born in B e t h ' l e - h e m
of Ju-das'a. in t h e days of
H e r ' o d t h e king, behold*
5014X. F r e n c h M o r o c c o L e a t h e r ,
flexible, gold titles, red gold edges.
5015PX. F r e n c h M o r o c c o L e a t h e r ,
divinity circuit, red gold edges,
P s a l m s Included
5036PX.
Fine Grain Morocco,
divinity circuit, leather linings to
edge, silk sewed, red under gold
edges, with P s a l m s

$1.25
1.50
2.60

Holman Gem Testament

I n t e r m e d i a t e P o c k e t S i z e , $% x 4 H i n c h e s
T h e G E M T E S T A M E N T Is not much larger
than t h e Vest Pocket. I t Is t h e only Testament
of Its size with large bold type and pronouncing
text.
T h e edition on India paper Is ideal, and we
know of no better gift a t t h e price than one in
the finer bindings.
Specimen of Gem Black Foxed Type

CHAPTER 23.

•

HEN spake Je'sus to the
T
multitude, and to bis disciples,

4113.
French Morocco Leather,
1.35
limp, gold titles, red gold edges
4115P. F r e n c h M o r o c c o L e a t h e r ,
divinity circuit, gold titles, red gold
edges, with Book of P s a l m s included
1.90
RED LETTER GEM TESTAMENT
4113RL. Same as 4113, R e d L e t t e r .
l.SO
INDIA P A P E R G E M T E S T A M E N T
4136XP. F i n e G r a i n M o r o c c o , divinity circuit, leather linings to edge,
red under gold edges, with P s a l m s
3.00
4 1 3 6 X F R L . Same as No. 4136XP.
but. with the Sayings of Christ
Printed in Red
3.25
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